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His conversation docs not show —
— the minute hand ; but he strikes th©
the hour very correctly.—Samuel
••• Johnson.
...

WHY

not take an after
noon off?
You and
your husband will enjoy a
dinner here and be in time
for the show. We are con
ducting a perpetual "pure
food show here and you
are the judge.

£

... ...
THE PRESIDENT'S CABINET

How many members of the Presi
dent's Cabinet can you name? Well,
to save you answering, here's the
list:
Kellogg of Minnesota, Secretary of
Slate.
Weeks of Massachusetts, Secretary
of War.
Wilbur of California, Secretary' of
the Navy.
Mellon of Pennsylvania, Secretary
of the Treasury.
•Hoover of California, Secretary ot
Commerce.
iWork of Colorado, Secretary of
the Interior.
New of Indiana, Postmaster Gen
eral.
Warren of Michigan, Attorney Gen
eral.
Davis of Pennsylvania, Secretary
of Labor.
Jardine of Kansas, Secretary of
Agriculture.
i
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MEMORIES OF AN ACTIVE LIFE

AT SEVENTY-FIVE

“Men and Ships and Sealing Wax”—The Story of a
Thomaston Boy Who Made Good.

Charles R. Flint Demon
strates That Age Is No Bar
To Activity.

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
ALL THE HOME NEWS

THREE CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, March 5, 1925.

(By Charles

R.

Flint)

[Continued—Began Feb. 26. J
nee Chief, Yellowstone Jack, and our
Chapter |V—Hunting and Shooting cook, "Dollar Bill," living those or
gan-loft dreams of my boyhood. ©
Around the World
The disadvantages of answering
When the fairies were passing out the call of the wild were apparent,
gifts at my birth, one of the things however, when I came up from
they bestowed on me was the in Maine, a green country boy with a
rather hazy knowledge of text hooks,
stincts of a sportsman, and the first to live with Ihe family at Montague
thing that I can remember ever want Terrace. My father realized my
ing badly was a gun. I wanted it so shortcomings, and one day when he
badly that I determined to acquire saw Seth I.ow, who was a1 model
student, on his way to the Poly tech
one for myself, and the result of nic, he pointed him out to me, say
this determination was that, in some ing: "Charles, there is a hoy you
way, I got hold of an old horse pistol. should copy.”
It was a treasure to be kept from
In after years, as Low and I met
the eyes of the family, so I hid it. at important functions. I often re
One day, while strolling about the minded him of my father's injunction.
town of Topsham, where my father
Seth Low was certainly a man
and I were visiting my grandfather, with high ideals, and of great accom
I met a youth much older than my plishment, but 1 believe 1 have had
self, who was proudly carrying a more fun than he, as he could not
shotgun. I began to persuade him shoot, fish, or sail a yacht, while I
how much finer and more valuable have shot from northern Canada to
was my horse pistol than his shotgun. the Amazon, from the Atlantic to
The upshot of it was that before long the watershed of the Pacific, in Fin
I was trailing off with the gun, hav land, Russia, Austria, Italy, Greece,
ing left my old pistol and fifty cents and Great Britain.
with the other boy. I started for my
But the greatest total of my pleas
grandfather's house by a back street ure in hunting has been accumulat
with the idea of hiding my new ac ed within a circle that does not ex
quisition in the barn, when my fath tend far from the city of New Y’ork.
er. whom I had not seen, hailed me During the past fifteen years, instead
from the porch of a house where he of taking vacations of weeks, 1 have
had been invited to dinner.
found more enjoyment in being alive
“Charles,” he called out, "what are to happenings in business and fi
you going to do with that gun?”
nance for five days and vacating
Of course I was not allowed to week-ends and holidays.
keep it, but I do think he was just
• • « •
a little pleased when he found how
I joined many country clubs with
I Rad traded for it.
in that circle: and incidentally, I ob-
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Readers of The Courier-Gazetto
who are following with deep interest
the life story of Charles R. Flint, as
printed In these columns will find
added interest in noting that the re-[
turn of another birthday finds that’
gentleman in the midst of business
activities such as in these days of
stress are coirfmoniy relegated to
younger men. The New York Even
ing Post prints the following inter
view:

Why, at seventy-five, Charles it.
Flint undertakes the heavy task of
fathering another trust when he now
"Bill O’Fare”
has a lusty family of twenty-two of
them to his credit was explained
today by this soldier of fortune
among financiers os he sat back in
d
the historical photograph gallery
Rockland's Finest Eating Place
that he calls his office.
His njotlve in handling a $100,000,000 consolidation of West Virginia I
coal companies, involving 75,000
acres of undeveloped soft coal
Granite Hotel, Vinalhaven, Destroyed by Fire in 1886. .Noted Men of State Spoke From Its Veranda, Among
lands and 150 producing mines with
Them the Late President McKinley and Bob Ingersoll. The Lady at the Right in the Picture Is Mrs. Emma
a 20,000.000-ton annual Output, Is it
Dyer, Formerly Wife of Proprietor Dyer.
self a consolidation of habits and j
convictions.
"At my age," he said, "with a live- ' Sheltered from the furious south was (lie last pcoprlel-,.', os the hotel neighboring yard. Much was expect
lihood assured, and a wide latitude, I j
east storms which at times sweep was destroyed by fire March 30, 1886. ed of him, as he had delivered an
naturally would wish to do the thing
Some very noted men delivered oration nt Rockland the day before
|
across
the corner of the Atlantic and
I consider most worth while. Well, I
speeches in Ihe hall. I recall in the and his fame bad preceded him.
this is it. Ever since 1892, when I bearing about northwest by porth latter part of August 1880 of listen
After getting underway and go
When you begin to earn
organized the (United States Rubber , from Armbrust Hill (which rises to ing to William McKinley of Ohio ing full swing his savage gibes, vitri
Company, events have confirmed me [ the height of some 125 feet) once and Hon. Eugeni Hale of our own olic utterances, an I scathing denun
You should begin to save.
in the opinion that- big business is i
State. , The most notable event to ciation of the Democratic party
the best business for the nation. I stood the Granite Hotel. It was built me, as memory swings back to that in-ought forth loud and prolonged ap
in
the
early
70s
by
George
Roberts,
Now I have an oppojjjunity to pro- i
dim and distant past, was when Col. plause which was nuts and food for
I mote one more large enterprise pre- who sold to R. T. Carver in 1875. Robert G. Ingersoll of Illinois ile- Republicans, but was daggers to the
served an indifference to sports on cisely in line with my philosophy."
About 1877 Mr. Carver built the hall. livered a campaign speech from the hearts of the Democrats. The Pres
As a recompense, he allowed me to '.he part of men of leisure as eomveranda of the hotel in 1876. The idential and State election in 1880
on the southwest end.
Maintains Old Theories
shoot when I was accompanied by my oared with the Intense delight of
The next party to take charge was hall had not then been huilt so ho was held in Granite Hall.
429 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
uncle. I finally persuaded my father •hose who are transformed from
'Then do you intend to retire from a Mr. Greenleaf. From Greenleaf took the open air for it. A seething
A. B. Vinal.
Member.
that the gun I had was not altogether business hustlers into hustlers after active business?"
j tbc management passed on to the mass of humanly greeted him as he
The lady nt right in picture is
Consolidated
Stock
Exchange)
safe. I argued that now, that I was ganr\e. There nre few, if any. sec
A strictly mutual savings
“My doctor tells me.” Mr. Flint ( ,at0 Capt. Stephen H. Dyer; from came out on tli—veranda. The in Mrs. Emma Dyer who is still living
of /few York
11 years of age, I could be trusted with tions within that radius with which replied, with a smile which displayed Dyer ta William Weeks and from closure was parked full, clear to the and was the wife of Proprietor Capt.
bank
a new gun. The idea of safety ap I am not familiar: Tuxedo, the War two rows of first-class natural teeth,' Weeks to Ira Lovejoy. Mr. Lovejoy street, across the street and into a S. II. Dyer
STOCKS and BONDS
pealed to him and he ordered for me wick Woodlands and tfie Hewitt pre “that when the Judgment Day ar- j________________________
a single-barreled gun from a relative serves: Connecticut for ruffed grouse rives I shall have to be shot. Then j
DEPOSITS
Publishers of the
in Scotland.
(the New England partridge), the I'll quit. But I find that I feel most ' the properties of eighty small com
MRS. MIDDLETON PAYS A VISIT
WEEKLY FINANCIAL DIGEST
After this I remained at the Tops gamest of birds, and woodcock, the fit when 1 work five days a week, panies, the names of which are lltMade during the first four
which is sent free to
ham hoarding school for four years. sportsman's favorite: and the mouth and hunt and fish and sail in my 1 tie known in the East. They operate
days of the month will |
investors upon request
■ I was not an earnest student, but all of the Connecticut River, with Its leisure time- Might as well keep it j about 150 mines and control about
the conditions there were most fa rail and bay birds.
75.000 acres of developed coul lands. Young Woman Detective From Massachusetts Stir* Up a
up."
draw interest from the first
vorable for a boy with sporting
Since Mr. Flint started building, The invested capital approaches
10
STATE
STREET
BOSTON
V, hen I was eighteen years of age,
day of that month.
Hornet’s Nest Here—Nine Trials Thus Far.
tastes. Within sight of the school 4 visited the uncultivated land bark trusts the business sky-line has been $10(1.000,000. The mines have an anhouse, there were woods with part- of West Point, between the Hudson rising steadily around him—up pastrnual production of more than 20,000,SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT
ridges and rabbits; and while most River and Central Valley, and con- the fifteenth floor from which he i 00 tons. Most of them are locatod
(Sometimes
“entertain angels her mother’s illness. Didn't make
of my fellow-students went to the tinued to go there to shoot for many looks down on Wall and Broad near Fairmont, Morgantown and
adjoining town of Brunswick to cn- years. Then came the railroad mag- streets. But his mental outlook still Clarksburg. It is 'planned to take in unawares.” The particular “angel' 1 a practice of staying out late.
joy social life. I went to the woods. nate, E. H. Harriman, and I realized is the same only more so.
other organizations later. Associa
Miss Sprague resides on Wharf
with which this episode deals hap
Many were the happy days that I how the North American Indian must
street, is 17, and doesn’t go to school
"My theory was.” he said, “that ted with Mr. Flint is A. H- Bickmore
pens to be a detective of Ihe fem because she doesn’t like. Her faco
spent on the rivers flowing into have felt when driven from his hapoy large iproduction and distribution of Bickmore & Co.
Merry Meeting Bay, particularly the hunting grounds. Hooking forward would make for economy in Isoth.
Plans for the consolidation, accord inine
sex—Lillian Middleton
by was wreathed in smiles during the
Androscoggin,
to provide for the happiness of future ! This has worked out in practice; ing to Mr. Flint and Mr. Bickmore, name, and a resident of Wakefield. f trial, which apparently had no ter
originated
with
the
producers.
They
O«t FREE Book
rors for her.
“Winding through the meadows green,
generations. Mr. Harriman selected and there have been other benefits,
Mass. The prefix before her name is
Ho near and yet unseen ”
I Mrs. Kenney resides at the Souththat favorite territory of mine as th, Vnder the old, small competition the •have been negotiating with Mr. Flint
".Mrs."
but
she
has
all
the
charm
of
In order to be on the spot at daylight best place for a geat public park 4 units of business were in a death for several- weeks and have reached
end, is 22 and has one child. She
to
hoose a
adio
during the ducking season, 1 slept found, however, that Mr. Harriman grapple. ' There was no chance for a Plage where the merger appeals a dbbutante, and when the William altended school in Rockport.
nights in barns on the marshes. In was not only considerate hut gener- altruism. Now. secure of life and assured. It is expected to have a J Burns Detective Agency sent her
Judge Miller again impressed tipIt illae^saaa •very question to eonsidor, and
winter I would sit under the yellow ous. and in one of our last conversa stable, there is more disposition for \ far-reaching effect on methods of
on his audience that he is no respect
dMcrit-ac tbSa year’s X4 lapsovenente.
down
to
Rockland
to
uproot
Vice
birches waiting for partridges to pick tions he satd: "Flint, you are the last the heads of business enterprises to 1 operation, to eliminate cut-throat
er of persons, that those who come
off the buds. Later I reached the man to whom I gave the privilege of realize that they ale trustees for competition
and
reduce
costs, she had not the slightest difficulty before him will receive the same
point of supreme satisfaction for a shooting at Arden."
shareholders, employees and con- Through elimination of competition in worming her way into the affec treatment whether they live east or
NEXT TO FORD AGENCY
28-39
' and curtailment of costs it is ex- tions and confidence of those with west of Main street: and that he
sportsman, when I did not have to
One day, Mrs. Harriman, seeing me sumers.
sit still and wait for birds to settle coming from the woods, kindly invit
"Shareholders are multiplying. It pected that the consolidated company whom her lines were to be cast.
knows neither race, color, creed nor
polities.
down, but could shoot them on the ed me to join hdr and her friends at is not Government ownership, bqt will be held in a position to give
This was two months ago. and on- i
wing. Soon I knew all of the game luncheon. Although my hunting togs something better people’s owner more consideration to wages paid eratlng with Mrs. Middleton since
He announced his intention of Im
birds and became familiar with their made'me feel somewhat out of place ship. The officers of a great corpo miners. The companies in the merg that time has been another represen posing a jail sentence of 30 days on
habits.
at a ladies’ luncheon party, I accept ration have a pride in its size and er ’produce about 4 per cent of the tative of the same detective agency. each offender, with sentence sus
e e e e
So do the employees. bituminous coal of the United States. The latter is Howard E. Gamble of pended during good behavior. Each
ed and had a corking good time, and service.
After,the shooting season was over now remember with pleasure the de There is the pride in trade-mark,
The Latest Dark Shell
New Bedford. He denies that his girl must report to Probation Officer
standing for superior quality?
still desiring to be in the woods, 1 lightful hospitality of my hostess.
name had any particular signiti- • Alvah B. Clark on the first Satur
THE CITY ELECTIONS cance
became very much Interested In ac
in connection with his being day of each month. Failing to re
Many Interests Cut Income
Frames and Correct Lenses
port they will again be brought into
quiring a knowledge of all kinds of
sent
to
Rockland.
•Since my youth I have enjoyed
court.
■Competition continues, but the Waterville Republican First
birds, and made a collection of fiftyJust
how
many
strata
of
Rock!
shooting on Long Island. The prod units competing are fewer and1
r
“If you appear in this Court again
three kinds of birds’ eggs, never tak
land society this couple mingled
Only $10.00
uce express trains and fast steamers stronger, and the economic values of
on a similar offense I shall sentence
Time In Six Years—The with
ing more than one from each nest.
has
not
yet
been
made
apparI
from the south bring in early vege- combination are more apparent.”
you to Ihe Woman's Reformatory in
I became intensely Interested in or
ent, but when the detectivos made i
Other Results.
nitKology, and read Wilson and oth- !ab,es and ,berriea', preventing the
Mr. Flint 'thinks he might be
Skowhegan, and that means a fivetheir
identity
known
in
Rockland
j
ers. When I spent a day in Boston, farmers of Long Island from getting wealthier if he had concentrated his
Municipal Court Tuesday forenoon, years' vacation from Rockland,”
on my way home for vacation, in- high prices so that they cannot af- energies. Instead of scattering them,
'Mayors were chosen in seven cit and rumors flew thick und fast as I Judge Miller said.
stead of going to the theatre or the fordt0 ”a>' tbe cost °f fertilizing its but he says the latter has been more ies in Mnine Monday in the annual
Harvey Clino. arrested on the de
301 Main St., Opp Park St.
to the possible number of warrants,
sandy
soil.
As
a
result,
much
of
the
fun.
tcstlmoy,
pleaded "not
museum, I would go to the Boston
municipal elections, live Republicans there was considerable anxiety west tectives'
land is uncultivated and is now a
Besides organizing business combi and two democrats being named
| guilty" to the charge of single sale,
Library and devote the entire day
as
well
as
gast
of
Main
street.
sportsman
’
s
paradise.
nations in such diverse products as
but was found guilty and given the
to enjoying Audubon's plates, which,
Saco experienced the closest elec
In Tuesday s round-up there were
,
„
There'are pheasants at Robin's Is lumber,
chewing
gum.
bicycles, tion in its history, three Democratic ...
, , .
, . i „
customary fine and sentence,
even in those early days, were rare
eight
respondents,
against
whom
the
land
—
black
ducks
at
the
South
Side,
steamships, caramels, sewer pipe. and three Republican Aldermen beAppeals were entered in all of the
and costly.
following complaints had been made 1
liquor cases.
elected and the balloting in Ward by Sheriff Thurston:
As I look back on my boyhood. I and mallard and qi^il at the Wyan and correspondence schools, he has
a „e. A IeCount was
Attorneys Tirrell and Emery ap
no more regret my life in the woods danch Club, where for fifteen years ended a revolution in Brazil, nego- , j reHuItinK
Delia
Patterson
of
East
Bbston,
and on the rivers of Maine than I have had a “shooting box’’ former- tiated a sale of battleships from Bra- j tp bg made Mayor Jobn (. Kmith Florence Dodge of Camden and MSB. peared for the respondents.
Roosevelt regretted his life on a ! ly the home of a miller. I named it zil to Russia, delivered a cruiser to jtepub]|can, won over his Democratic Neil Kenney, Edith Sprague and Ev- ’
JudKe c VVa„aee Harmon,
ranch, in fuel. If happiness be the “Biamilsite”—from its location on Japan in a war with China, trans- ;
MORE LOW BAROMETERS
elyn Garnett, idle and disorderly per
chief end of man. 1 consider my the dam site of an qld grist mill—and formed the city of Parainto « me- . b ft mnjorlty nl 63 votes.
sons.
Brazil, takenthe worlds
Oeorg, w „eall> Republican, had
woods life as having been more prof there I have entertained genial spir tropolls of
George Miller, single sale.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
record for speed in his steam yacht. nQ opposltlon ln the ln the Bath may.
itable than any amount of industry its.
Washington Prescott, nuisance.
Noticing in your paper of Feb. 28
hunted
in
a
dozen
States,
been
purse.
(>ra
,
conteKt
,
but
polled
an
exccp
In
providing
entertainment
at
“
Bi

as a student could have been.
Matti Jokf, single sale.
where Capt. W. F> I^akemtin, pilot
bearer
to
Rothschilds,
host
of
a
j
tlona
„
y
largB
vote
.
Hla
party
waH
amilsite,
”
the
most
popular
contrib

Sundays, of course, 1 could not
Miller was arraigned Tuesday fore of the S. S. Camden says he never
We start at $25.00 because below that price qual
shoot. 1 went twice to church and utor for hpr weight has been mv Chinese scholar, helped develop the vlctorious |n the elections for all noon. pleaded "not guilty," was found saw the barometer as low as the
submarine,
skated,
acted
in
minstrel
|
0(bcr
O
fllcos
cocker
spaniel
“
Dot.
”
Looking
simul

once to 'Sunday Schoo). Looking
guilty and sentenced to six months 2S.84 of Feb. 26, I recall from my rec
around for relief. I Anally obtained taneously in several directions for food shows, debated, written books, and
Dr. Lewis Hodgkins, Democrat, in jail, with an additional six months ords that on Jan. 11, 1922, my
ity is impossible. We stop at $40.00 because
been
the
friend
of
the
late
Theodore
Dot
reminds
Boh
Davis
of
a
“
cross

the Job of blowing the organ. I
was also unopposed in seeking a sec is he fails to pay a tine of $506 and barometer dropped to 28.6 and on
received no money for this task and eyed boy at a three-ringed circus.” Roosevelt, of Samdel Gompers. of ond term as Mayor of Ellsworth. costs. Similar disposition was made March 7, 1923, to the same figures.
Eiihu
'Root,
and
of
scores
of
other
But
Dot
has
inspired
poetry.
From
it’s a waste of your money to go higher.
was not entitled to any; but there
Democratic aldermen also were re in the case of Jokl. The complaint The highest I have recorded is Jan. 1,
men of prominence, whose pictures elected.
were full compensations. When I a lady admirer:
z
against Prescott was dismissed for 1925, when the reading was 30.86. My
and
letters
grace
his
walls.
was not furnishing wind for the or
Waterville’s two novices in politics, lack of evidence.
“Aristocratic, gentle, kind,
barometer snowed 28.76 on the night
„
,,
- - - , ,
, ' Dr. Paul R. Baird, Repubiichn, and
ganist, I was reading Beadle's Dime
With almost more than human mind—
Interest centered on the trial of the Capt. Lakeman mentions.
Regarding the merger noted in the charlea F, Miner, Democrat, locked
(Why, few dogs know what Dot’s forgot!!
Novels, and I must confess, with duefive
younp
women,
several
of
whon
R. Anson Crie.
Alert, well-bred, refined, polite.
foregoing, the NVw York Times says: ! h(Jrna ,n (| C,OBC coptea, tbe f()rmer
humility, that when 1 think of the
Her charm Is everyone’s delight.
Rockland, March 4.
Negotiations virtually have been w,nplng by S6 votea. Kepubilcana had been arrested in local dance halls
442 MAIN STREET.
ROCKLAND
happy days I have had. In life, 1 place
That’s my Dot.’’
completed to consolidate a large | capried five of the aeven warda ,n Monday night. Somewhat to tho
among the best those spent in the From a sportsman:
surprise (and perhaps disappoint
group of bituminous coal mines in their first victory since 1919.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Rocky Mountains with Little Paw“Will your dog go and find a quail.
ment) of the big audience, all of the
West Virginia under one operating
William R. McDonald. Republi respondents pleaded guilty, and the
'Fetch‘sit up’ and then ‘to heel
organization,
according
to
Charles
R.
And will she go when she Is bid
can. was reelected without opposition
If I had to live my life ajjaln I would
Across the swail and up the hill
Flint of Flint & Co, Inc.. 25 Broad to serve a sixth term as Mayor of exact nature of their offenses was have made a rule to read some poetry and
not retailed for*the benefit of curious listen to some music at least once a week.
To ‘flusli’ a woodcock where it’s lild,
street.
Publication of all details South Portland.
My Dot will!”
ears.
The low of these tastes is a loss of happi
ooverning the tombinatlon, which is
Izewiston went Democratic without
From R. H. Davis:
G- B. Butler appeared for Miss Pat ness.—Charles Darwin
believed to he the largest of Its opposition, Ex-Mayor Dr. Robert J.
“And does your dog know Irvin Cobh?
kind on record, is expected soon, ho Wiseman and seven candidates for terson and Informed the Court that
Who angles, hunts and herds with Bob?
“JESUS OF NAZARETH PASSETH BY”
said yesterday.
Names of the aldermen receiving the total number she would return at once to her home
And could a dog laugh If he tried?
in East Boston, if allowed to do so. Watcher!—who wak’st by the bed of pain.
IT IS SAID THAT THE STENOGRAPHIC DEPARTIndeed my spaniel almost choked
bankers who will underwrite its se or votes cast, 1879.
“The quicker we can get rid of this While the stars sweep on with their mid
Yea, when that pair of genials joked
curities, he said, are being withheld
night train.
In Eastport the Republicans elected
She damn near died!”
until ail details of the combination their entire ticket in the absence of unfortunate girl the better,” assent Stifling the tear for thy lov’d one’s sake.
MENT QF ANY BUSINESS CAN ALWAYS
From the “Lodge’’ at Farmington:
ed
County
Attorney
Campbell.
Holding
thy breath lest his sleep should
are determined.
Democratic nominations. Mayor Ed
break:
In answer to the questions?of Judge
“Do you believe when life Is o’er
Mr. Flint has been consolidating ward C. Firth wus chosen for another
In
thy
loneliest
hour, there’s a helper nigh,
WORK SHORT-HANDED
St. Poter’ll shut the heavenly door
Miller, Miss Patterson said she was “Jesus of Nazareth
large companies since the '90s. He term.
passeth by.”
When my dog comes to rook for me?
19,
formerly
lived
in
Gardiner,
and
said this combination would Like ln
I’ll bet he won't I For Peter knows
came here about four months ago, Stranger’—afar from thy native land.
The worth of love, strong, staunch and true ’
Look In the Corner Drug Store working for a while at the Northend. Whom no man takes with a brother’s hand.
And ‘Dot’ I’ll see.”
Table arifi hearth-stono are glowing free.
The above verse was regarded as Gaunt, head of the British Secret window and see some of the 157 va Judge’ Miller made a minute of her Casements are sparkling, but not for t-heej
rieties of St. Clair & Allen's Malne- address, 675 Bennington street. East There Is one who can tell of a home on high,
the
finish,
hut
these
verses
on
"Dot"
Service
in
this
country,
now
Rea
’
We endeavor to keep our service as near as possible up to the 100 per cent
were sefft to Irvin Cobb, who, having Admiral Sir Guy Gaunt, an actlvs . made Candy. For sale everywhere.— Boston, and informed her of his in “Jesus of Nazareth passeth by.’’
an affectionate regard for his host member of Parliament. Wherever hr adv.
•27-29
’
efficiency standard and invite you to make free use of our facilities.
tention of seeing that she actually Sad one. in secret bending low.
sat would have been the head of the
added:
A dart In thy breast that the yvorld may not
went back home.
know.
table; but we put him there in fact. '
'Mrs. Kenney, Miss Dodge, Miss Wrestling
"And when this 'Pot' of whom yon liras
the favor of God to win,
and along the line were Iloli Davis,
Starts heavenward wdtli tall a-wag
Sprague, and Miss Garnett were ar His seal of pardon for days of sin :
And tiny body all a-thrllt,
Irvin Cobb, Channing Pollock, and i
i’re.ls on. press on, with thy prayerful cry>
raigned
collectively
and
each
plead

Will she find there among the bleat
“Jesus of Nazareth passeth by.”
For Men and Womeft
Owen Davis, author of Icebound, j
ed “guilty” to the charge.
The noble obiect ot her nnest t
winner of the Pulitzer Prize.—all wits
You bet she will 1"
Miss Garnett, whose home is Bay Mourner!—who slt’st in the church-yard lone,
who anticipated having great fun
Then came the acid test:
View square, s;iid she is 17? and ad Scanning tho lines on that marble stone.
LAN1
ROCKLAND
.
with an Englishman at a celebration
mitted being out late nights. She Plucking tlie weeds from thy children’s bed,
“Most any dog will follow far
... ,, ,
,
,
.
.
i Planting the myrtle and rose instead;
of the Fourth of July. To their sur
B’en to the pearly gates ajar
didn
t know why she stopped goi^ig j^vok up from the tomb with thy tearful eye,
WARREN
UNION
VINALHAVEN
VI
CAMDEN
tin suspicion that ttle golden streets
prise, Gaunt was quite equal to thf
to school, but said that her mother “Jesus of Nazareth passetb by.”
Are deep with milk and other eats
wittiest at, repartee, and the climax
approved.
But how about the Other |*laee ?
Manufacture^ by
Fading one, with the hectic streak.
RESOURCES
was reached when I announced tha'
Will your dog enthusiastically rare
Miss Dodge, resides in Millville,
thy vein of fire and thy wasted cheek.
To lick your grimy, sweat-stained hand
UTILITY SLEEVE CO. Rockland Camden, and told the court that she In
he was the first naval officer of Eng
Fear’s! thou the shade of the darken’d vale?
Aa you atoke the fires tn that grim land?
$3,700,000.00
land
to
salute
the
American
flag
or
Seek
to the guide who can never fall;
was 19, being the oldest of seven
Say now. will shot”
He hath trod It htmcself, ho will hear thy sigh,
All Size* On Sale At
the Fourth of July.
children in the family. She left “Jesus of Nazareth passeth by."
One of the most interesting guests
—Mrs. L. H. Sigourney.
J. F. GREGORY SONS COMPANY «chQol three years ago on account of
[To Be Continued)
at "Biamilsite" was Captain Gu)

Get acquainted with eur

Newbert’s Cafeteria

START
SAVING NOW

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK

cp.Dow&ca
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I
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Before You Buy Any Set
“How

C

R

”

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.

OREL E. DAVIES

SPRING SHOWING OF

MADE TO MEASURE CLOTHES

C. A. HAMILTON

Security Trust Company

KEEP KLEEN KUFFS
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The Courier-Gazette
THREE TIMES

A

WEEK

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

Rockland. March 5, 1825.
I‘ rsonally appeared Frank S. Lyddle who
en oath declares that he Is pressman In the
©nice of The t'oiirler-tlaaettc. and that of
th. Issue ot this paper of Mar :i. 1925.
there was printed a total of 6,520 copies.
Before me.
FRANK 11 MILLER.
Notary Public.

Bless the Lord, O my soul, and
forget not all his benefits; who forglveth all thine iniquities; who healeth all thy diseases; who reileenieth
thy life from destruction.—Psalm
103:2-4.
THE INAUGURAL

It is estimated that fifty millions
of 1)001)10 in the country through the
mysterious power of radio yesterday
listened to President Coolidge deliver
his inaugural address. Moreover, in
countries across tiie ocean the mes
sage also found its hearers. In the
■world's history never has man be
fore spoken to so huge an audience.
The address itself was equally
worthy of the occasion and of the
man who in a peculiar fashion ap
pears to have been set apart and
touched by the finger of destiny.
Those of us who shared in the unique
experience as listeners were im
pressed to a profound degree by the
strength, directness, commonsense,
honesty and eloquence of the man
who had just taken his oath to serve
the people of this country. The mes
sage as a whole is marked by clarity
of thought, presented in a delightful
diction. The man on the sidewalk
can understand what Calvin Coolidge
means. We highly recommend to
our readers the perusal of his mes
sage as it appears in the daily
papem in full. What it says about
this country In its relations with the
world; the practicing of national
economy because it benefits most the
common people; the reduction of
taxes because that also inures to
the welfare of the man of small
means more than to the rich; the
necessity of a party in power being
a united party and therefore able
lo discharge its responsibility to the
( people—these are only a few of the
leading points of a declaration of
views which will, we are confident,
more highly than ever recommend to
the nation the man into whose hands
It has collided its destinies for the
coming four years.
If every one in Maine who has money
to invest in stocks or bonds, would
take on at least some of the securi
ties of a public corporation serving
his community, it would accomplish
two great ends: It would give the
companies capital and confidence for
adequate extension and service, and
develop the country enormously so
that all values would increase, and
further, it would pay the investor at
least as good rates as outside se
curities, besides all the collateral
benefits of building up one** own
State. The man who has no faith
In his country, but must send all of
his investment money away for
safety, is a business and industrial
slacker. How can he expect outsiders
to put up all the money to develop
his community in which he has not
sufficient faith to invest part of his
own savings?

The gigantic piece of sculpturing
upon the face of Stone Mountain is
60 noble an enterprise that the coun
try will hope soon to see adjusted
the differences that have arisen be
tween the committee in charge and
the sculptor in chief, Gutzon Borglum. Perhaps the trouble is of the
sort that is usually adjustable by a
liftle forbearance on both sidesDoubtless the sculptor needs to be
considered because of the quality
known as artistic temperament. He
Is a great man in his profession.
E*’en the weight of his name has
never been able to hold him down.

Being Considered By Bridge
Engineers At Bath—Sena
tor Carlton Pleased.

Next week will be Kennebec
Bridge week in the Legislature.
The hearing upon the Bath-Woolwich bridge will be held Wednesday
afternoon at 2 o'clock before the
joidt committee on
Ways
and
Bridges and Interior Waters,
The hearing tqton the Richmond
Bridge will be held at 7.30 on Tues
day evening. March 10, before the
committee on ways and bridges.
A member of the special commit
tee on the Kennebec Bridge site said
Tuesday night that the Maine Cen
tral Railroad was ready to make an
offer for lease of the railroad deck of
the Bath-Woolwich bridge and that
such an offer would be made within
the next 25 hours, ft was said that
pproximately $100,000 would be of
fered.

Names For Next Appointment.

se Three Crow Brand Pure Cayj or Red Pepper.—adv.

KNOW

It is learned from a reliable source
that Gov. Brewster Is considering
the names of five meTnbers of the
Maine Bar, for the appointment of a
member of the Supreme Judicial
Court to fill 'the vacancy caused by
the elevation of Scott Wilson to
Chief Justice.
They arc: George L. Emery, Bid
deford. chairman of the Republican
State Committee; Frank G. Farring
ton, AuguAa, former pre.ddenit of the
Senate and candidate for Governor
in the Republican primaries last
fall; James H. Hudson, Guilford,
Judge of Probate for Piscataquis;
Amos J. Butler. Skowhegan and Wil
liam L. Pattangall of Augusta.
Democratic candidate for governor
in 1924.
Although the general impression is
that the member of the court will be
chosen from these five names, it is
not unlikely that a dark horse will
be picked.

Look In the Corner Drug Store
window and see some of the 157 va
rieties of St. Clair & Allen’s Mainemade Candy. For sale everywhere.—
adv.
27-29

Know the tremendous pull
ing power of Courier-Gazette
ads.

PRODUCTS
■H

ROCKLAND MAINE MADE
PRODUCTS
/
See our windows for the Hardware, Garden
Tools, and Implements, Smoke Pipes, Chimney
Caps, Ventila^irs and dozens of their samples of
the fine work turned out of our shops.

ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.

74*15

ROCKLAND

408 MAIN STREET

ESULTS OF 35 YEARS IMPORTING RAW MATERIAL AND MANUFACTURING
IT INTO FOOD PRODUCTS UNDER THE THREE CROW BRAND ‘BY JOHN

KNOW

MAINE

PRODUCTS

BIRD COMPANY OP ROCKLAND, MAINE.

“ RABBITS ? ”

Since our advent into this line we have built the Bird Block with 2500 square feet floor space and a
large canning factory, thus we have added 300 % more to our taxable property. We have given our pat
ronage to the box makers of Maine. Labels and printing to Maine establishments, can makers, ma
chinists, carpenters and various trades. We have made employment at home for much labor.

Kill this one

Previous to 1890 there was no established industry in this line in Maine. We were the pioneers,
and without the loyal and much appreciated patronage of o.ur Maine people, we would long since have
given away to the competition of Boston, New York and sometimes London.

Made of

This is an illustration of how home patronage radiates far and wide throughout our State and helps
many industries and many people.

MONROE
CHEESE

f--

IVc print here a list of our Three Crow Products
in a form that may be cut out and placed in cook
books, or pinned up for referente, to refresh the memory when about to order goods.

.

Made in Maine

0

P. S.—With

' MT. ZIRCON
GINGER ALE

•

Made in Maine

KNOW MAINE PRODUCTS

/

J
wIf

Famous For 40 Years

Pure and Absolutely Satisfying

a

We Repeat
USE

INCUBATOffS
BROODER!

THREE CROW MONTH”

Brooms
j„hnSon y K fc)M

,

Red Kidney Beans
Magic Water

_

"

Paper Bag*
Ballard's Golden Oil
Pendleton s Peneeee
Trues K.-Ixir
Atwood's Bitters

Lurdlner s ( ough Rahsm
Priest’s Indigestion Powders
Cotton Gloves

w

»

Mt z,rcon <’‘nger Ale
.Merrill’s Bea Shells
Monroe Cheese
_
.
.
Tooth I Icks
Clothes Pins
Urd Trava

»

and floda Waters

. \ ’ a,)er 1 la,es
Axe Handles
satin <•;<_. S o,.,.

(k

.n,h 1 "lls"
Wneatal
Dried Pollock
•> .. r , p, .
: .. .
.
‘Mrt . „ ^5, r. . .
” “
”, *
V*
/ * ckles
; " A ’ >Fsrs
7.. / „
J,wh House ( igars
Hoxmont Cigars
Splendid Brand Blueberries
Splendid Brand String Beans
Splendid Brand Corn
Splendid Brand Pea Beans
Splendid Brand Y. E. Beans
Splendid Brand Red Kidney Beans
Splendid Brand 'Horticultural Beans
Splendid Brand Punirikin
Splendid Brand Squash
*
Splendid Brand Canned Lime
B. A («. Gallon Apples
Wax Lunch Rolls

,

-a

All of out goods are sold by the most reliable retail dealers throughout Maine, and they will be
pleased to fill your orders, wherever you are located.
« t

We take this opportunity of thanking the many users of our Three Crow Brand forcalling for our
goods, and may this year show the world that Maine is a great progressive State.
<

I&M-

BRO00EP>

A

Instant delivery.

*

ROCKLAND, MAINE

!tyCUBATORS

Three Crow Cream Tartar, In % Lb. Pkgs.
Three Crow Cream Tartar, in
Lb. Pkgs.
Three Crow Cream Tartar, in 1 Lb. Pkgfc.
Three Crow Soda............... In 1
Lb. Pkgs.
Three Crow Soda ............... In Nickel Pkgs.
Three Crow Pepper ......... In U Lb. l'kgs.
Three Crow (.Inger ............ in % Lb. Pkgs.
Three 6ow Cinnamon.... in 5 Lb. Pkgs.
Three Crow Allspice ......... In % Lb. Pkg».
Three Crow (.loves ............. In % I«b;-Pkga.
Three Prow White Pepper . In % Lb. Pkg».
Three Crow Turmeric ... . In % Lb. Pkgs.
X Three Crow Ground Nutmeg In 2 oz. Pkgs.
Three Crow Mustard
...... in ft Lb. Pkgs.
Thfre Crow Mustard ......... in 3 oz. Pkgs.
X Three Crow Paprika ........... In 2 oz. Pkgs.
Three Crow Ppsoin Salts .. in 'A Lb. Pkgs.
Three Crow Sulphur.......... in >4 Lb. Pkgs.
X Three Crow Mace ................ in 1 oz.
Pkgs.
X Three Crow Red Pepper
... In 2 oz. Pkgs.
Three Crow Sago .............. in 3 oz. Pkgs.
Three Crow Leaf Sage....... in I oz. Pkgs.
Three Crow Whole Nutmegs In 10 et. Phgs.
Three (’row Whole Cloves
.. In 10 ct. Pkgs.
Three Crow Whole Mix Spire In U'Lt). Ptap.
Three Crow Pearl Tapioca.. In 1 Lb. Pkgs.
Three Crow Pearl Barley
.. In 1 Lb. Pkgs.
Three Crow Vanilla ....
2 oz. & 4 oz. Bottles
Three Crow Lemon ........ 2 oz. & 4 oz. Bottles
Three Crow Peppermint.. 2 of. & 4 oz. Bottles
Three Crow Checkerberry 2 oz. & 4 oz. Bottles
Three Crow Orange. 2 oz.
A 4 oz. Bottles
Three Crow Almond .... 2 oz. A 4 oz. Bottles
Three Crow Banana
... 2 oz. & 4 oz. Bottles
Three Crow Strawberry.. 2 oz. A 4 oz. Bottles
Three Crow Friars Balsam 2 oz.A 4 oz. Bottles
Three Crow Spts. Camphor 2 oz. A 4 oz. Bottles
Three Crow Glycerine............. 2 oz. Bottles
Three Crow Castor Oil........... 2 oz. Bottles
Three (’row Sweet Oil ............ 2 oz. Bottles
Three Crow Machine Oil ........ 2 oz. Bottles
X Three Crow Petrolatum............ 2 oz. Jars
Three Crow Witch Hazei ........ 4 oz. Bottles
Three 4’rnw Pineapple ....... in 2 oz Pkgs *
Three Crow Coffee .................... 1 Lb. Cans
Three Crow Orange Pekoe Tea. ‘A Lb. Cana
Three Crow Lily Chop Tea ....
Lb. Cans
Three Crow White Ribbon Tea *A Lb. Pkgs.

“EVERY MONTH IS

J. W. A. CIGAR CO.

USE

,

. We believe in the support of all
Ma|ne produred articles. and give
„
such our. preference. Therefore. We
list here a line-of Maine made goods
which we carry in stocjf r^ady for

'

IN FOR MAT IQN

We manufacture and pack tinder our well known
THREE CROW TRADE MARK BRAND, the following
list, and one RING SLIP will te found in each
and every •package of our THREE CROW PRODUCTS,
except those merited with en X.

„

Like the rabbits we used to
'eat

* « • •
Hearings Next Week

To a representative of The Cou
rier-Gazette Hiram W. Ricker gave
expression to his unqualified convic
tion that the present Legislature
will enact a hill for the immediate
construction of a bridge across the
Kennebec River, and that, it will be
built at Bath. ‘‘We have long waited
for this bridge.” says the famou
SUPREME BENCH TIMBER
hotel man, "and now we are going to
Gov. Brewster Is Considering Five
enjoy the blessings of it.”
Tuesday's Boston Post devoted
many columns of space to the initial
performance of its telepix—appara
tus by which pictures are now re
ceived in that office Iiy telegraph
The negatives were in Los.Angeles
New York newspapers have heen
using the system several months
but R is snid that the picture re
ceived over the wire in the Post of
fice Monday was the first that has
ever been made in New England
The Incident had local interest from
the fuct that one of the participants
was William A. Donovan, formerly
manager of the Thomaston telegraph
office and now in charge of the big
Western Union office in Boston. Mr
Donovan is indispensable when the
newspapers are handling almormu
press matter and has accompanied
several l’i evidential candidates on
their campaigns. Last summer, for
Instance, he was in Rockland while
John \V. Davis, the Democratic
nominee was at Islqsboro.
Mr
Donovan is not so fond of traveling
as he used to be. however, for he is
the fond father of seven children
and home sure looks good to him
His mother. Mis. Patrick McNally
of New Jersey is flic guest this week
of the Hanley family in Thomaston

:i.

A NEW LOCATION

Rath advices say that a location
for the Kennebec Bridge about half
way 'between the location recom
mended by Dr. Waddell and the so.a.if d Carlton location is the latest
development. and intimate' that it is
tiie choice favored by tne M line
Central Railroad. Senator Canton
nnd other proponents are frankly
pleased with this phase of tne sit
uation. The Senator said:
‘ The Maine Central Railroad con
nections come down around their
depot in Bath without any nliitnge
except possibly a little grading and
no land damage. The difference bi tween this and the Carlton location
is that it takes out the curve ar.d
goes straight off from the Maine
Central wharf. Ii goes to a point on
the Woolwich side about 1000 fee/
nearer the present highway and rail
road approaches and a short -dis
tance from borings already taken to
ledge on the Carlton location.
“While it would he more expensive
for the Maine Central to make con
nections on the Woolwich side than
the Carlton location, both highway
and railroad connections are shorter
and cost less than the Waddell con
nections, and as near as can be es
timated at this time the bridge will
he about 300 feet shorter than the
lower crossing recommended by Dr.
Waddell, and it looks as though it
wogid cost $200,000 or $300,000 less.
The connection .on the Bath side
for the highway would come in the
vRinity of l’ostoffice square. This
shorter detour is very pleasing to
people in this section of the State
who would have to use this bridge so
frequently."
The chairman of the executive and
legislative
committees.
Councilor
Linnell. and Senator Carlton tele
graphed Dr. Waddell asking him to
ome to Bath at one1 and in con
junction with the Maine Central
R. R. engineers, survey and provide
an estimate for this bridge site,
which the Maine Central R. R. en
gineers expect on their i>art to have
ready liv Saturday or Monday, and
it is expected that Dr. Waddell, with
all his data and ability, will be able
to have his estimate of the cost of
this bridge ready.
Officials of the Maine Central Rail
road are showing a desire to co-op
erate in the construction of a bridge
across the Kennebec River aL Rath,
according to a member of tne joint
legislative and council committee.
It was expected that a meeting of
the committee would be held Tues
day to consider th? report of En
gineer Waddell but that has been set
forward because of new activities
at Bat.h in connection with still an
other survey for the bridge.
Tuesday's Bath Times said:
"Dr. J. A. Waddell, engineer in
charge of the surveys und investiga
tion being made for feasible sites
for a proposed 'bridge across the
Kennebec River between Bath and
Woolwich, returned to Bath Tues
day morning to take charge of the
survey of a new location. R. S.
Moore, Dr. Waddell’s assistant, ar
rived from New York and with en.gineers began work for a location
hitherto unconsidered, but which is
being made at the request of Maine
Centra! railroad officials.
‘This newest survey for a combi
nation railroad and highway bridge
will he for a railroad approach from
the Maine Central yard about 256
feet north of the present railroad
ferry dock, near the foot of Vine
street, while a highway approach is
being considered just south of Bank
Block at Front and Lombard streets
or that immediate vicinity.
"The engineers were working on
the Bath side of the river Tuesday
and by Wednesday it is expected
they will visit the Woolwich shore
It is probable that the new site
would require a cut through the hill
In Woolwich south of the present
deep cut- Dr. Waddell expects to
complete this survey and complete
his statistical data by Thursday."

Every-Other-Day

Tbe Percentage is all in
your faoor for

Big Hatches and
Keeping ’em Alive

JOHN BIRD COMPANY
ATLANTIC SPICE COMPANY,

Rockland, Me.

Queen Booklets and Catalog spe
cifically state the proof “a hundred
times over."
They are interesting reading for
evety person interested in chick
raising.
Write, right now for your copies.

KENDALL A WHITNEY

Portland

BUY MAINE PRODUCTS!
Ask your grocer for “SUPERBA” "

Maine
'XFi

Canned foods average nearly one tenth
of all grocery sales There are many

COFFEE

canned foods of course but-wanting
the best is getting rhe best when you
insist upon_

HATCHET BRAND
CANNED FOODS
150 Kinds
It will save both time and money
to buy Hatchet Brand by the case _

Superba

Makes your coffee the
Best of Coffee
THER£ ARE 99 SUPERBA PRODUCTS

PERFECT

Cofftb

SUPERBA ON THE LABEL

SUPERB ON YOUR TABLE

/

AT

Roasted and Packed in Portland

?

I

Every-Other-Day
“The Browne Club will meet wlfhl
Miss Gladys-Grant, 47 Pleasant street.
tomorrow evening.

TALK OF THE TOWS
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EENTS
f
'March
Cam<i«v~“A Pair 'of Sixes”
benefit District Nursing Association.
March 6—(7.15) -Address by Her. W
M Arters. of South Portland. Methodist
vestry. auspices Woman’s Educational Club.
March « -Hon. ('. S Hichborn. of Augusta,
will address Woman’s Educational Club,
"Shall Maine pay (js
Methodist vestry
Prisoner*? ’
Marcli 9—Camden town meeting.
March 9—Apple: on town meeting.
March 9—Cushing town meeting '
March 9—Daughters of Veterans
Prize Auction 1’artieR in Grand Army hall.
March lb- R. R. Relief Association dance
entertainment* in- Temple hall.
Marcli 11 (League Basketball)—Rockland
High vs. Lincoln Academy, at The Arcade
Marcli 11 f-Rockport—^Senior Class play “A
Bunchuif Fun’’ in Cniou hall.
March 13—Child Guest day, Rubinstein
Club
March 13 - Rockport—Senior Class play “A
Bunch of Fan ” in Union hull.
Muich 1(5—Owl's Head town meeting.
Marcli 1(5 (10 a in.)—Warren adjourned
town meeting.

Basketball!

Trawler Widgeon pas Ilfport Mhnh
day with 150.000 pounds of fffosh fish,
bound for Boston

| pouna Ior «oslon-

—

,

| Somebody stole two hens from
i Mrs. Ambrose Mills’ premises the
other night. Not much of a. robbery,
perhaps, ‘‘but/’ said Mrs. Mills, “they
were all the hens 1 had.” •$$.•
The .annual grass Are season start
ed on Tuesday when Chemical 2
made two runs .to North MAin street
to handle small blazes near the L. R.
It R. tracks.

BANCOR HIGH
GIRLS

Morris K. Parker, vice president of
the BquKable Trust Co.’ of New
York, who committed suicide in that
city Tuesday, spent ft recent eummfr
at (Wessaweskeag lnn< South Thom
March !?—St. Patrick’s Day.
March IS —Monthly meeting of Baptist aston, with Mrs. Parker. Cause for
Men’s League
1 the acf Is unknown. The couple were
March 18—Chicken pattle luncheon at Con
termed “ideally hippy.”
gregational church.

FRIDAY NIGHT, MARCH 6
.

March 18-21—Rockland Automobile and
Radio Show at the Arcade
March 18-19—State Convention of D. A.R
In Bangor.
March 19 —Chapman concert In First Bap
tist church.
March 19-20—Masonic Minstrels In Rock
port
March 21 (’ivll Service Examination at
Rockland Post Office.
March 21—Young Folks’ convention at
.Methodist church, Rockland.

The Bowdoin Glee Club of which
Alfred M. (Strout of Thomaston and
John Al. Hagar of Rockland are
members is tpuring Maine and
Massachusetts this week. The trip
will end wHb—a concert at Hotel
j Vendome, in Boston Saturday evenj ing. The club will broadcast their
program from WNAC, the Shepherd
March 21—First day of spring.
March 22 Aprilo.—Singing revival. First ‘ Stores, Friday, afternoon. *

Baptist church.
Marcli 30--Thomaston town meeting.
March 31. April 1-3—Farmers’ Week at the
College of Agriculture.
April 2 - Thomaston—Easter Fair at Con
gregational church.
___ .”
April 3—Rockport—“Clieer Up Chad.
auspices of Dumalquas cli
of Baptist 8. s.
at Union hall.
April 12—Easter Sunday.

IN THE ARCADE '

The Bangor Girls will > bring with them their
smart athletic team drill corps which is bound to
make a sensation. Rockland Band will be there
—contributing their services.
There will be a dance after the game.

Bob Hou$e, the electrician, was so
excited yesterday that he didn’t
know’ the difference betweeh an incandescent light and dynamo. The
j cable had just brought him news of
the arrival of a grandson way down
■ . ~
A|m*II 22-27-—Annual conference of Metho- 11
jPrince, Hayti- The purdl Episcopal Churches in Augusta.
| ents aje Mr. and Mrs. E. J^. Ba idee,
------------------- and the newcomer has been named
The popular dances in Odd Fellows Kobert Elmer. z Bob is graiuully gethall, with Marsh’s music, are to be •
'^ac^ to normalcy.
nsunu-d Friday night, after giving
The Pleasant Valley Grange folks
way last week to the Community i The ®«><*1*>
of
-Ml’Fair.
morial M. E. church voted. Tuesday have a dunce Friday night In their
___
night .to invite the Maine ^lethodiat hall at the head of Talbot avenue
Jlosea Tibbetts and Horace Rob- Conference t<» thia city in 1926 aiid to with music by Clark’s orchestra.
ln#on of Camden went to froit Wil- IhcrMee Hu- ealary of FUW. pngene
Tliat the school children may tie
hums .Monday to take their filial ex$1W> making it$2^10- Kmkaminations for admission to tbe land has several times entertained privileged to see the interesting “Ab
the East Maine Conference, and does raham Lincoln,” feature picture, at
Army.
not stand abashed at tbe prospect of the Park Theatre this .afternoon
the much bigger undertaking repre Manager Benson has arranged Ao
Tiie Sunshine Society sale at Bursented by handling the Maine Con give a special school matinee at 4
l«*e Furniture store Friday will he
ference. Tiie session this year will o’clock.
postponed until a later date on ac
he held in Augusta. April is the
count of so many of the members
month.
The initial appearance of the Con
being sick.
gregational Pilgrim , Choir Sunday
The telephone bell rang at Central morning evoked a great deal of fav
The hearing on the Kennebec I
Fife Station Tuesday morning und orable comment from the large au
Bridge bill for rather the one in
an excited vofee shouted “Fire I” dience that listened to the 38 singers
which Knox and "Lincoln counties!
are interested) will take place in Au over the line, “Where?” asked the under the direction of Mrs. Howard
gusta next Wednesday at 2 p. m. man on duly. “Over Dyer’s Garage.” Two selections from the grand old
was the answer. The informant wns hymns of the church .were sung,
The notice is too-short for special
hot American born, and he wins very “Ten Thousand Times Ten Thou
train arrangements but a large dele
excited, so the answer was not clear sand” and “Hark, Hark My Soul,
gation Will doubtless attend from the
,
..
two counties, and this is very desk- , to- the fireman. .Northwa.xl the ap- Angelic Songs are Swelling," render
able, owinffk to the influence that I “aratus sped’
*° *“" ih“l “* ed with much\ fervor, showing the
rtoper enthusiasm may have on the «re waB nt* at , Obadiah s Garage
singers had been well drilled in
legislator who is wavering. SecreOver Py?ra G?raBe’ .B’ \h€ phrasing, enunciation nnd tonal ef
Secre
■>'—-—— had tried to indicate. fects. The choir is a vested one and
tary .MacDonald of the Chamber of discoverer
Commerce would tie interested to "Gosh !” said Obadiah, when he the processional and recessional
bear from those who are planning to found the Are department oil his made a line and inspiring feature of
lawn, “we didn’t even have a Are in the service. Details of the organiza
attend. His telephone call Is 860.
the cook stove.’’
tion. with names of the singers and
officers, were printed In the Satur
The logical line of true
I am prepared to assist In making day issue of this paper.
Americanism is the short
out income tax returns. Robert Col
est distance between the
lins, 375 Main street. Tel. 17. 27-tf
Be sure to watch for the advertise
Declaration of Independ
ment that will appear next week
ence and the maberializaMORSE, the Jeweler is showing a winch wiil tell you ah about the S’.
• tion of the ideal of cur
line of Superior Plated Hollow Ware, Patrick luncheo'i and pre Easter sale
forefathers.
manufactured by -the Colonial Sh to be held at the Congregational ves
—Ku Klux Kian. iver Co. of Portland.—adv.
It
try, March 18.—adv.

COME

UP

TO
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LOOK IN OUR WINDOW TOR MAINE PRODUCTS

COBB’S
FANCY

WESTERN

BEEF

SIRLOIN ROASTS ................ 33c
ROUND STEAK........................ «5c
BONELESS POT ROASTS .... Wc PORTERHOUSE ROASTS .... 39c
BONELESS SIRLOIN ........... , 39c CHUCK ROASTS 10c, 12c, 16c, l«c
BONELESS VEALRouto, native 29c ROAST PORK......... ................... 23c
PORK CHOPS .. .....23c
CORNED BEEF ............. ........... ................... ^:.... 6c, 8c, 10c, 12c, ISc, 20c
CABBAGE, lb. 3c. TURNIPS, 1b. 2c. POTATOES, peck 25c; bu»hel, 90c
BEETS
E
PARSNIPS
'
CARROTS
We guarantee our Beef to be needy coraed, no salt petre and from first e
quality stocUr
Our Vegetables—espedfd^ Pototoes end Turnips—are the Best in the city.
Complete Corned Beef Dinner for two to four persons............. .. . 60c to 75c
4 to 6 persons ...... 75c to SI J25. 6 to 8 persons............. $1.00 to $1.50
This includes Corned Beef, one-half pr one peck qf potatoes, cabbage, turnip,
beets, carrots and pdrsnips-

CORN—COBB’S.................. • • 49c

MONARCH CATSUP..................25c

ONE POUNtifcANS PETERS COCOA . .*......... ................................ 35c
(Made by the people who make Peters’ Sweet Chocolate)
CUT REFUGEE STRINGLESS BEANS, can ..... 15c; dozen........... $1.65
DELICIOUS NEW COOKING FIGS, Lb.................18c; 2 Lbs................ 30c
CAMPBELL’S TOMATO SOUP—BUY IT WHILE YOU CAN, cm Wc
dozen £1.10 ; case of 4 dozen cans, $4.00

STRAWBERRIES,

’

35cj65c;

BRUSSELL SPROUTS,

ARCADE

ROCKPORT

TOMATOES,
60c; . LETTUCE,
15, 20, 25c
CELERY, 30c; SWEET POTATOES, 2 Lbs. 25c
GRAPE FRUIT, 4for........................... 25c; 3 fo7 ...: ................... . • 25c
BEST NAVEL ORANGES,.dozen.............................................. 30c to $1.20
EMPEROR GRAPES
WINESAP and McINTOSH RED APPLES

COBB’S
NOT HOW CHEAP,
*

Look In Gregory’s Window
and See What Local In
dustry Is Doing.

BUT HOW GOOD

GOODS

IN

MANUFACTURED

MAINE
BATES DAMASK—the best grade, in all colors.
For these three days, per yard .......

......... .83

PEPEEREL SHEETS—81x90 .size; seamless.
For these three days ........ .......... 8............. M.59
63x90 size ......................................... ..............

$ | 20

PILLOW TUBING—40 and 42 inch Tubing made

in Maine.

For these throe days, per yard

SLIPS—Pepperell

.^3

Pillow

Covers

For these three days, each .....

Lift

PILLOW
4tx36.

EXTRA SPECIAL—(not mac e in Maine)-—1 lot Ladies Cotton and Wool Hose.

To close out,

........... »................................................................... .VO

F. J. SIMONTON CO412

DID

THE

MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND

WARD 4 JURORS

TRICK

1855

Names of Those Subject To
Wins From Rockland High After a Hard Struggle, and
Jury Service Next Three
Lugs Off the Championship.
Years.
The championship of tile Knox
and Lincoln Basketball League was
settled with last night's game in
Rockport, and it is the unbiased
opinion of those who have followed
the fortunes of the live teams that
the best one won tbe pennant. Rock
land High did its level best to pro
long the struggle, but failed, and
the congratulations of its followers
are ungrudgingly given to the gal
lant team which lias come through
the series with the loss of only two
games. The unfortunate part of it
is that last night’s defeat sends
Rockland into a tie for last place.
The standing:
Won
Lost I.1 C.
750
Rockport High,
6
2
500
Lincoln Academy, 3
3
500
Thomaston High. 4
4
333
Rockland High,
333
Camden High,

Through the courtesy of the J. F
Gregory's Sons Co. the Livingston
Manufacturing Co. Is able to join in
the Main street demonstration of
“Know .Maine ProductH." The dothlog linn’s northern window is de
voted wholly to a display of articles
manufactured by this
industrial
plant, and all who have stopped to
Investigate it express frank amaze
ment at the number and variety of
the products.
Briefly speaking the Livingston
Manufacturing
Company
makes
tools—-«ml accessories of every de
scription for quarrying and cutting
• ♦ * *
granite, pneumatic surfacing ma
chines, plug drills, bushing and carv
Rockport 31, Rockland 24
ing tools.
There was a sound of revelry by
Among the articles now on exhi-j njg[,t
hitiun in the Gregory window are:” The sound was in Rockix>rt, and
Plug drillers (twin pails and equip-' the night was last night.. The occa
ment.) hooks or dogs for lifting sion was Rockport’s victory over
stone, swivel hooks, core breaker, Rockland—a doubly joyous event for
brick mason's hummer, drills for the home team, as it wiped out the
brick and concrete, stonecutter’s sting of its defeat in Rockland, and
hand hammer, surface heads (with) was the game which gave it the
parts and equipment), paving cutteiw championship of the Knox and Lin
reel, tiffler, mush and bursting ham-j coln League, small wonder that the
mers, striking hammer and hull set* tqy-intoxicated fans of the up-track
lime sledge, lewis for lifting stone! town should ring church bells, blow
splitting wedges and shims, screw nia-t h&rns. touch off cannon, and shoot
chine product®, pneumatic tools for: guns at smiling stars. An impromp
lettering and carving, hush chisels tu parade was organized by the
used in pneumatic tools, hollow drills galvanic cheer leader and from Goose
for deep holes and dollies for sharp River bridge to Simonton’s Corner
ening.
the town knew that /ts ambition bad
The
Livingston
Manufacturing materialized.
Company is one of the substantial
Rockport High School had a sub
industries of Eastern Maine, and stantial margin of victory in last
General Manager P. P. Bicknell is to night's game, but the Rockland fol
be congratulated upon the fine show lowers take off -their hats to Captain
ing made.
Green and his lads for the gallant
stowing which it made in every
WITH THE BOWLERS
period of the great contest. It was
The worm will turn. Here’s Scho-. a Gi;een team in two senses, with
field’s team overcoming a big first never a touch of yellow’ in its enstring lead and taking the Norcross tire lineup. Coach Jones was proud
ouMit into camp by a margin of i4 of the Itoys and so were all of the
pins. The match was bowled nt the; Itocklanrf fans.
The visitors took the lead at the
Star Alleys Tuesday night and result
start, but when the quarter ended
e<l thus:
Scholield’s Stars—Schofleld, 331: the score stood 8 to 7 in Rockport’s
Holt, 344; Mrs. Norcross, 303; Miss favor^ The second period was on
about the same basis, the half ending
Pease, 299; Dummy, 336; total 1613
■Norcross’ Neophytes—Norcross. 3691 16 to 13 iff 'Rockport’s favor. When
O’Brien, 314; Mrs. McRae, 334; Mrs. the second half opened Bartlett and
Record, 303; Mrs. O’Brien, 273; total,, Tibbetts shot for the Rockland cage
with unerring accuracy, and Rock
1599
• • • •
port jumped into the lead by a score
A picked team from the Rockland of 26 to 17. In the last period Rock
City league will bowl a series of land proceeded to narrow Ihe breach,
games with a picked team from the but the rally was qulcklj- offset.
The last half ot the last period saw
Camden league, during the next few
weeks, the tirst match taking place) Rockport clearly stalling for time.
in Camden tomorrow night. Harolil' Bartlett, with his superior height, be
Thomas has been signed up as man-; ing able to knock the ball repeatedly
into the crowd. This, of course, win
after of the Rockland outfit.
strategy, but many would have pre
ferred to see the team continue to
play straight basketball, as its leud
was practically unassailable.
Green was a tower of strength for
Rockland, while those youngsters.
Merchant and Trafton made a
showing that offers great hope for
next year's team. To Rockport's
splendid defense is due the fact tliat
‘Buns Uniform;
Rockland did' not score many mote
points.
of Pine Quality:
The crowd at last night’s game
| Can be Relied on,
was the largest of the season in
Wherever "Purchased. ”
Rockport, encroaching upon
the
playing surface. Interest was at a
fever pitch, not only Iiecause .the
Lcsk res the SaM sign
teams are so closely matched, but

DON’T

FORGET

DANCE

Iiecause there had lteen a scrap over
the referee which all but led to Ute
cancellation of the game. Fat better
would il have ’been for Rockland if
Young had umpired the whole game.
Tile Itelf ist referee was iihduu.lrtedly
impartial, but was utterly unequal to
the occasion in that last period. T lie
score:
Rockport High
Goa I Fouls I1
Graffam, rf
1
5
2 >2
Tibhotts, If
Dow. t g ....
Bartlett, c ..
Ausplunu, 1;

Total

14
Rockland High

Me reliant
Flanagan,
Bird. If
Trafton, lf ».
Greene, c v
Murphy, rg
Rounds, rg
Maxey, lg .
Mi Loon, lg

3

•
1
4
0
o
(i

Total
,
10
4
24
Score, ltockport 31. Rockland 24.
Referees, Young of
Bowdoin and
Warrell of Belfast. Timers, Wotton
and Brown. Scorers. Andrews and
Crockett. Time two Ss and two 10s.
* « « •

Tiie Rockland nnd Rockpoit High'
School teams could benefit their de
pleted treasuries by playing a third
game —say In Thomaston. Rockland
won 4he tirst by seven points aiffl
Rockport the .second by seven points.
Every fan in the county would wel
come a third.
• • • •
Iloekport High jilays In Belfast to
morrow night. Manager Crone will
lie glad to hear from volunteers with
automobiles. His phone call is 295-3
Proud Rockport^i ns should place
every car ill town at tlif-ir disposal.
*

1924

:: Memorials::
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.

Another big crowd is bespoken for
the Arcade tomorrow night when
the Bangor girls play tile Rockland
girls, 'l^iere wiil be a prclimimrty
game between tile itoekland Midgets
mid Warren High. Twelve Bangor
High f$h’ls will give a drill.
, • * *
Rockland High has two more
league games. Lincoln Academy
plays here next Wednesday night,
and Rockland plays In Camden Fri
day nigiit of next week.
A very enjoyable evening was spent
at the home of Mr. and Mrs Charles
McKinney, Cedar street, Monday, the
occasion being a birthday surprise
on one of the'members of the Good
Time Club, Mrs. H. M. Colburn. Af
ter a delicious lunch the hours were
spent in music and cards. Mrs. Col
burn was the recipient of many pret
ty gifts.

DANCE
Saturday Night
-- •
TEMPLE HALL
: : Music by : :

Dean’s Augr-. nted Orch.
Knowlton is b< ?’< with his
Wonderful Say.aphone

Specials This Week

D AN1 C E

SATURDAY ONLY
3 Large Loaves Consolidated Bread for 25c

Friday Night
Marsh’s
Five-Piece Orchestra
Th

Pleasant Valley Grange
Hall
Clark’s Orchestra
COME AND HAVE A GOOD
TIME

Buy Hatchet Brand Canned Goods in dozen lots,
. straight or assorted, and save 10' <

GEORGE A. WOOSTER MARKET
Telephone 800

The Wurtl 4 jury list for next three
years was submitted at Monday
night’s City Government, and •tin*
4h»x id now full. The Ward 4 list folIowk:
Victor F. Atwood, Arthur I. Rates,
iGeorge ISacheldvr, John L. Beaton,
Li \ i W. Berry, Luic E. Blacklngton,
Albert I. Briggs, Carlyle V. Brown,
Axel E. Brunherg, Albert R. Ifiirpee,
Lucia F. Burpee, Harold B. Burgess,
Irvin L. Cross. I brook C. Cross,
Stephen II. Cables Jr., Charles F.
Case.
Leroy A. Chatto, John F. Cooper,
Augustus Dolliver. Harrison L. I>ow,
Raymond C. Duff, Fred A. Grindle,
Williani A. Hill, Ernest E. Hagar,
Fred C. Jordan, Merrill F. Kalloeh,
Alfred E. Keyes, James F. Knight,
Samuel W. Lawry, Charles F. Lewis,
William K. Lufkin.
Carlton E. Morse, Chester Munroe.
Maynard L. Marston, George. K.
Mayo, Hollis "TV. Merry, Harold J.
Philbrook. Morris B. Perry, Frank C.
Pratt, William F. Pratt, Alien Rod
ney, Federick F. Smallw.ood, Arthur
B Smith. Austin W. Smith, Fred H.
Snowman, Clarence C.
Thomas,
Herman E. Tibbetts, Lowell E. Tripp,
Frank L. Weeks, Arthur P. Haines.

BORN
Bardi e -Port an Prince, Hayti, Mardt 3, ‘
to Mr and Mrs E. E Bardee, (Beatrice
House) a son—Robert Elmer.
(Carter—Swan’s Island, Feb. —, to Mr. and
Mrs. Everett Carter, twin daughters.
*
Howard -—Palermo. Feb. 28, to Mr. and .Mrs.
Forrest Howard, a eon.

DIED
To’jnan South Weymouth, Feb
Alnmn
S. Tolman of UushJijg.
Dyer Vlnalbaven,
ven, March
M
1, Thomas A.
Dyer aged 81 years.
Norton—(Palermo, Feb. 24. Fred G. Nor
ton, aged (50 years, 11 months, 20 days.
Shaw Danvers Highlands, Mass , March 3,
Josephine (Mossman) wife of Charles Shaw,
(formerly of Vinalhaven.).
Ulmer Rockland, March 4. Jennie A., wife
of Herbert L. Ulmer, aged 58 years, 2 months
and 14 day3.
(Burton -Cushing, March 4, Austin L.
Burton, aged 52 years. 11 months, 3 days.
Davis Waldoboro, Feb. 27, Mildred (Wood
bury) wife of Clarence Davis.
Payson Riwkland, March 3, Maurice L.
Payson, aged 21 years, 6 months, lo days.
Funbral Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock.

IN MEMORIAM
bi mill anil loving rMOembrancf nf our dear
l.iiatiand anil father Enos
Bridges, who
passed away March 4. 1922.
* Wife und Children.
CARD OF THANKS

•I wish to express niy appreciation and
thanks to the neighbors and friends who ex
tended sympathy and who n»ent flowers dur
ing the illness and death of my husband,
Lyford H. Young : and to Miss Helena Pierce
and Bowes At Grottier for many kindnesses.
Edith Robbins Young
Owl’s Head, Maine.
•

HAS NOT MISSED A WORD

Editor of Tho Courier-Gazette: —
On n recent visit to Portland 1
‘ " as interested to learn that my 7
year old grandson, Hervey Allen, .Ir.
hail mil missed a word In spelling ill
school since September. Can any
local youngster equal tbe record?
Try Three Grow Brand Petrolatum.
Pure. Delicately scented with Rose
Mrs. Avii Lawry.
Itoekland. March 4.
Geranium, healing and satisfactory.

PERRY’S MARKETS
428 MAIN STREET

80 TILLSON AVE.

♦ ♦ « »

OLD FASHIONED

ODD FELLOWS HALL

31

3
(l

Native Fowl.................................................... 35c
Sirloin Roast Beef................................... 25c, 35c
Five Rib Roast Beef......................
20c, 22c
Chuck Roast Beef.......................... 15c, 18c, 2Qc
Pot Roast Beef..........................................20c, 25c
Sirloin Steak (boneless) .............................. . 45c
Top Round Steak .............................................. 35c
Hamburg Steak.......................
20c, 25c
Fresh Eggs, dozen.............................................. 55c
Potatoes, peck.................
25c
ICEBERG LETTUCE
SPINACH CELERY

Friday Eyg^ March 6
seftvxt

ON

WALDOBORO, ME.

LIVINGSTON DISPLAY

35c

SPINACH,

QOAt. IT V

THE

Tomorrow Night

z.

,

Railroad, is the guest for a few days
of his brother, Representative Coin
ing in Augusta, i
•Never shall forget m.v first visit
to the State Ca/pital, said .Mr. Cbtnins
to a Courier-Gazette reporter Tues
day. "I was 18 years old ami had
sole charge of the farm while lather
was representing .his town in Legis
lature. All through the winter I had
been carefully fattening four sheep,
and when I sold them for $15 1 made
nil my mind I was going to Augusta,
ar.d going in style, mind you.
•'So I went to Bangor and spent
that sheep money on a brand new
black serge suit, with a swallow tail
coat that extended below my knees.
You could buy a great deal more for
$15 in tho.^e days than you can now.
ind i’ll say I felt pretty proud when
1 landed in Augusta, in a suit that
must have looked (id enough for a
man of 100 years. 1 shall never for
get the look father gave me. but I
went to the governor's ball and had
the time of my life.”
And it is characteristic of Henry
to enjoy things. May his shadow
never g|ow less.

Free Delivery

Bonalass
SIRLOIR
WESTERN BEEF—FINE QUALITY

BEEF ROAST, very lean, lb............ 8c, 10c, 12c
SOUP BONES, plenty of meat, lb............ 5c, 10c
STEW BEEF, fresh cut, lb. ...-............. 15c, 20c

LENTEN SPECIALS
SLACK SALTED POLLOCK, lb...................... 11c
STRIP CODFISH, boneless, lb....................
21c
CODFISH MIDDLE CUTS, lb........................... 30c
COD BITS—for fish and potatoes, lb.............. 15c
POTATOES—smooth, fine flavor, peck ... 22c
ST. JOHN ALEWIVES, each....................
8c
SPINACH, very clean, crisp, peck ................45c
ICEBERG LETTUCE, large head............... 15c
TOMATOES, red ripe, lb. ’.......... .. ........ 30c
CHEESE—ask to sample it; lb....................... 30c
DATES, fresh stock, 2 lbs. ............................. 25c

BUTTER 50c
Cloverbloom
Same Quality

FOWL 40c IPureLardl
Golden West
Corn Fatted

Cut from Tub
Compound 16c

iIeef at wholesale
WHOLE ROUND BEEF (3$-<0 lbs.) lb. ... 15c
WHOLE RUMP BEEF( 25-30lbs.) lb......... 19c
WHOLE BACK BEEF (40-50 lbs.) lb.......... 11c
WHOLE FIVE RIB ROAST (20-22 R>s.) lb. 14c

Sugar, any amt lb. 7c
Raisins, 3 pkgs. .. 25c
Fig Bars, lbS. ... 15c

Cream Tartar, lb. 34c
Peas, 2 cans......... 29c
Excelsior Coffee, lb 42c

PEERLESS FLOUR, full sack.................. $1.45
WHOLE HAM, finest quality, lb................. 32c
SMOKED SHOULDERS, all sizes, lb............18c

CASH AND CARRY
SAVE THE DIFFERENCE
IT 1’AYS

Page Four

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
It
1Z
15

3,1
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33

33

it

35

36

139

37

Ho
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il

nr

47

49

150

X

Every-Other-Day
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|6c

s?

6/

165

■ 66

I
1926, Weitern Newspaper Unlen.)

Horizontal.

Vertical.

1—‘Ditch anrronndlng a caatle
3—Part of a ship
4—Athletic games
2— Lubricate
8—Kind
3— Styptic used by barbers
12—Affect with pain
5—Set up for public notice
33— -Be under an obligation
0— Nocturnal bird
34— Conjunction
7—Vibrating piece In n wind In
IS—To ntrlke heavily
strument
17—Very nmnll body of land Mr3—Single
rounded by water
,
10— Fish eggs
33—Insect
11— Snare
20—Intended
16— The figure of the earth
22— Rot
17— Powerless to move Itself
24—Mineral
IS—Semesters
36—A nhred
13—Dean of pickpockets la litera
27—Inflamed
ture
23— Circuit
21—Part of verb “to be”
82—Kindling
23^-Vehicle
84— Rend*
26— Aquatic birds of dnck family
86—A knob
27— Pass off the spurious as genuine
88—Blackbird of cuckoo family
28— Herb of pepper family, said to
8b—Grain
be a remedy for rheumatism
40— Period
23—Surfaces
41— A home
30— What yesterday waa yesterday
43—On a line at right angles with
31— Automatic measuring instrument
tbe ship's keel
33—Unity
45— Storm
35—Alwuga
46— The Inner of the two bones of
37—Domestic animal
the leg
42— Wild nnlmnl
48—Native of India employed as a
43— Passageway
soldier In a European army
44— Metal disk given as an award
BO—Fuel
45— Wild west show
61— Father
47—Bleat of a sheep
63— Soft, dry, friable
40—Strike gently
65—Fin Id
52— Domestic quarrel
68—Dock
53— A mare (Scotch >
60—Canvas holder
54— Eastern university
62— Exclamation of pain
55— That which Is woven In a loom
64— Part of verb “to he**
(PM
65— Stroke In tennis
56— Rough
66— Owing
67—Small building
67— Soar
53—Boy’s name
68— Thick
61—Boy
63— Sow
63—Signal
Solution will appear In next Issue,

Solution to Tuesday’s Puzzle
R| I 'Ail
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A RURAL LOVE LETTER
Dear Sweet Patootie:—
Where have you bean? Don't you
carrot all for me? My heart beets
faster when the sun shines on your
radish hair and glints off your turnip
nose.
If you cantaloupe lettuce
marry. We will make a happy pear,
let’s orange it that way. Your sweet
Corn Onna Cob. .
—From the Oklahoma Extension
News.

YOUR
BAKING

comes out
RIGHT

DAVIS
BAKING
POWDER

CORNS
Lift Off-No Pain!

RAZORVILLE
^Missionary Overlook went to Level
Hill (Palermo) Friday to officiate at
the funeral services ot the late Fred
Norton.
A very severe earthquake shock
was felt here Saturday night at 9.23
lasting more than a minute when it
shook the buildings, rattling stoves
and removing tilings from their placNo serious damage has been re
ported.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Dickinson
(Doris Farrar) and two children of
Augusta visited her grandmother,
Mrs. Addle O. Farrar and her aunt.
Mrs. Linwood P. Jones, Saturday and
Sunday. •
Mr. and Mrs. Wallard E. Overlook
were nt South Somerville Sunday
and were the guests of A. A. Bartlett
and family.
Mrs. Annie Kilgore of Livermore
Falls who was called here by the se
rious illness of her father, Charles
E. Savage, returned to her home
Monday. Monday night the ther
mometer again went down to zero
and with the snow that came Sunday
night many are again going on run
ners.
There will be a citizens caucus at
the town house this afternoon at 2
o'clock.
Angelo W. Howard, who has been
visiting his mother, Mrs. Harriet
Howard for a few days, has returned
to Union.
Mr. and Airs. Willard E. Overlock
visited Air. and Airs. Alfred C. Vanner last week.
Mr. Morey who has a portable mill
on Sanford Jonest Bailey lot, went to
his home ill Rhode Island, several
weeks ago. lie is expected to return
this week and start his mill again.
W. C. I.essner, Harry Kahrmann
and Mrs. Ralph Hibbert have start
ed up their incubators for an early
hatdh
Willard E. Overlock was In Augus
ta last week where he attended a
hearing before the committee on pen
sions.
Mr. and Airs. Sidney Humes of
Stickney's Corner were callers at W.
E. Overldck's recently.
Miss Louisa Lincoln closed anoth
er very successful term of school at
Razorville last week.
• • • •

Willard E. Overlook received his
appointment from
The American
Sunday-School Union last week for
another year and. on March first be
gan his 25th year as missionary for
that Society. He was first commis
sioned in 1901, succeeding Air. War
ner L. Carver who had lieen the mis
sionary here for the four years pre
vious. but had been transferred to
Massachusetts. At that time Air.
Overlook was the only missionary in
Maine.
A few years later Rev.
Charles A. Gifford was appointed for
Eastern Maine and a few years la
CUSHING
ter Rev J. L. AVilson was also com
missioned for Aroostook County,
Mrs. Mary Crute who has been
making three in Maine. Sir. Wilson
spending the winter in Thomaston, is
now is pastor of the South Paris
at Mrs. Nellie Young’s.
Baptist church. Rev. A. AV Lorrimor
The earthquake of Saturday night
taking his place as missionary. At
was felt to a marked degree in this
the time Mr. Overlook was first com
place.
missioned missionary of the State of
Augustus Anderson has built a
Maine. AV. C. Landis was and is now
new garage for his new auto truck.
The annual town meeting will be the New Hampshire missionary, and
held Monday March 9. The Ladie^* E- C. Kinney was and is now the
missionary for A'ermont. A few years
Aid will serve dinner.
* Austin L. Burton who has been in after Mr. Carver went to Alassachupoor health for a long tirrie. suffered setts. Rev. Addison P. Foster. D. D..
an ill turn Tuesday and is fn a crit who was then the superintendent for
New England, became feeble in
ical condition
News has been received of the health and resigned Air. Carver was
death of Almon S. Tolman in South appointed his successor and still
Weymouth, Mass. Mr. Tolman was a holds that office. Dr. Foster died a
resident of this town for several Short time after giving up his posi
years, coming from Union.
Nearly tion hut with the exception of Dr.
four years ago he sold his farm hehe Foster, all the New England force in
and went to reside with his son, F cluding thei*' wives and families from
P. Tolman. Much sympathy is ex superintendent Carver dowa are all
pressed for his widow who for sev living and on the job. This is a won
eral months has been in practically j derful and almost a miraculous thing
helpless condition unable to speak that all have been spared for this
He is also survived by his son and quarter of a century and still able
to work. Alissionary Overlock has
one granddaughter, Margaret Tolobtained a vast knowledge of the
! man.
*
conditions 'and
needs of rural
Vondel J. Flye who died a few days
ago in Bangor is well remembered in Maine and has a host of friends
' this town where he was a very suc among the clergymen, the religious
cessful school teacher for three win- people and especially the children all
over Maine, as but few men are bet
ters^n District 3.
ter known throughout the Stab
than he.
PALERMO
Mr. and Mrs. AV. E. Overlock at
tend church at South Somerville,
Fred G. Norton, a life-long and re- Sunday.
effected citizen died at hls home after
Charles Savage remains very sick
a brief illilesH at the age of 60 years.
The Clark brothers are very busy
He leaves a widow, Margie Norton, with their wood machine.
nnd three brothers, .1. A. and S.i fi.
School closes here Friday after a
Norton of Augtts
and James Nor- very successful term of 11 weeks
I ion of Manitoba. Canada. Funeral taught by Aliss Louise Lincoln. She
terv.ces were held at the late home has taught several terms here, and
I Friday
Is a teacher of much ability, a
Mrs. Harriet Trask Is visaing graduate of Coburn Classical Insti
frler.ds at South • hlda.
tute and a student of Gorham Nor
fi. fi and J. A. No-on ot Augusta. mal. Her disciplinary ability and
Frank Hall and Mrs. Editr. Brown neatness in the school room .make
of Week's Mills were here Friday her a very satisfactory teacher.
te attend the fundal of the late Fred
L. it. Jones is working for Zebra
| No.-ten.
Crooker.
Mill Grady is eenfined to his home
Abbie Ingalls is away fo an in
I by illne ss.
.
definite tima,
Mrs ( live Nash, who has been
i v tth het sister, Mrs. Margie Norto.i,
j has returned to In r home at East
ROCKPORT
j Palermo.
Mi-; Anna sukeforth has gone to
Mrs.
Raymond Hutchins
and
Fart Palermo to board Willi Mrs.
daughter Bertha of North Penobscot
j Amelia Bradstr. el.
have been guests ot Dr. und Mrs. C
AV. Steward this week.
EAST UNION
Harold Leach wishes to announce
that he is to be a candidate for tax
Roland Payson spent Sunday in collector.
! Camden as guest of friends.
There will be a food sale Saturday
Several from ithis place attended afternoon, March 7, at the Rockport
the High School drama and dance at Ice Co.'s store for the benefit ot the
1 Union Friday night.
Methodist church and will be in
Tlie ladies of the Farm Bureau will charge ot Mrs. Amy Miller and Mrs
meet with Mrs. A. W. Payson for an Cora Morrill.
all-day session tomorrow. The sub
Mr. and Mrs. L. P. True of Hope
ject will he on ’Vegetable Cookery.” Were puests of Mrs. Minnie Piper
Mrs. Louis Robinson visited friends Sunday.
in Rockland last week.
NicholBs Marino and son of East
Miss Verna Hastings returned Boston were calling on friends in
bogie from Union Saturday where town Tuesday.
| she. has been attending school.
W. E- Dorman and son -recently sqt
SOUTH BELFAST
a monument (Westerly Pink) on the
Boggs and Hastings lot in the East
Union cemeteyr.
The box social which was held at

GREEN’S ISLAND

Doesn't hurt one bii' Drop a little
“Freezone’’ on an u-liing corn, inetantly that corn »t"|,s hurting, then
shortly yo, lift it right off with
fingers.
Your druggist sells tiny bottle of
“Freezone” for a few rent sufficient
to remove every hard corn, -oft corn,
or corn between the toe.-, and the foot
calluses, without soreness or irrita
tion.

The Colt Hedge buoy has been re
placed.
Walter Chandler is cutting wood
for William Bray at the Reach.
Mrs. Nellie Chandler. daughter
Ruth and grandson Fratfft spent two
days in the city recently.
The earthquake was noted at Heron
Neck Light Station last Saturday
evening. Keeper Fred Bobbins says
he never saw his barometer lower
than it was last Thursday night
All roads led to the Town hall
Monday for townmeeting.

the new- Community House was very
successful. The net proceeds were
$5 82. . •
Mrs. Maude Colpitts of Mars Hill
is working tor Mrs. Fred Herrick.
Mrs. Clifton Chapman has returned
from a business trip in Newberg.
Tuesday the Ladies of . the West
Northport Farm Bureau will hold an
all-day meeting at the Community
House.
Mr. and <drs. Herbert Healey have
moved to the Greenlaw house.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin AV'ood motored
to Rockland Saturday to visit the
latter's parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. L.
Oxton.

Beauty
A. Gleamy Mass of Hair
35c “Danderine" does Wonders
for Any Girl's Hair

A SPEEDY JOB

[ren

How Central Maine's Smart
Crew "Hooked Up” the
Seabright Mill In Camden.
The first of this month SuptBlodgett’s men of Ruykland had a
rush job. It was in connection with
supplying service of 150 H. I’, to the
Seabright Woven Felt Company of
Camden. The -installation of neces
sary apparatus'had to be done within
ten days.
The story of the crew’s efforts to
complete the job on schedule, handi
capped by unforeseen difficulties and
s- veie weather, is almost as thrilling
as tlie big newspaper story ot the
month—the attempt to resue Collins
from the Keriucky cave.
How the contract was finally tilled
two days aheac of the scheduled
dale, is dramatically told by F. G.
Maher, our Rockland Exciter corres
pondent.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD 1
Eastern Standard Time
t

Trains Leao< Rockland for

’

tor

Augufta. A 17.00 a. tn 17 30 a m 11.10 p. mJ
Bangor, AS? (Mia. m., f7.30a.ni , tl 10p:tn. |
Boston. A»7 00a in., t7.30a. in.. tl-Wp- m- I
Brunswick. A 17.00 a m., t7.30a.m.. ft.10 p.m..
^Lemiton. 117.00 a. m., 17.30 ». m„ 11.10 p. m.
New York. tl.lOp. m.
PorUanO. A|7.00a. m., »7.30a. m.. tl.lOp.m..
''’witerTiilr. A«7.fl0a.m . 17 30 am . tl.lOp.m.
Woolwich. A 17.00a.m., t7.3ba.nl.. tl.'P-'.m.,
|5.30p. rn.
t Daily, except TSunctnv.

A Passengers provide own ierriagc Bath to W ool*
wich.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS,
3-28-24 V. P. & Gen'l Mgr. Gen’l Passenger Agt,

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.
MOTHER:- Fletcher’s
'Castoria is especially pre
pared to relieve Infants in
arnts and Children all ages of
Constipation, Flatulency, Wind
Colic and Diarrhea; allaying
Feverishness arising' therefrom, and, by regulating the Stomach
and Bowels, aids the assimilation of Food; giving natural sleep.

*

Tlie direct route between

ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HA
VEN. STONINGTON AND SWAN'S
ISLAND
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(.Sukjtct tn chnam without notien)
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. WEDNESDAY. OCT.

8. 1924.
Leaves Swan's Island dally except Sundays
at 5.30 A M
for Stonington, North Haven*
Vlnalhaven and Rockland.
Return mg1 leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.
for Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington and

Tuesday morning. Jail. 27, Supt.
Swan's Island.
Blodgett called together Foreman L.
B. n. STINSON,
N. Benner, T. wi Agent llollie Ben
General Agent.
To avoid imitations, always look for the signature of
nett of Camden, and Foreman A. M.
Rockland. Maine. Oct 6. 1924.
Absolutely Harmless-No Opiates. Physicians everywhere recommend it.
Young to inform them that the Com
pany had signed a contract with the
Seabright AVoven Felt Company of
Camden, to furnish them with ser
vice for 150 H. P. at 440 volts, and
Apply Vicks at bedtime,
that this power was to be supplied
rubbing it well in. Then
within ten days
spread on thickly and
Busi) orders were placed by the
cover with hot flannel.
Purchasing Department with the
Arrange bed-clothe9 so
General Electric Company for two
Girls! Try this! When combing 50 h. p. motors and two 25 h. p. mo
vapors will be inhaled.
und dressing your hair, just moisten tors, also three 37A4 KVA transforniyour hair-brush with a little “Dander- ers and 011e 15 KVA transformer. A
ine” and brush it through your hair, part of this material was sent via
The effect is startling! You can do • truck from New A'ork to Boston, to
your hair up immediately and it will be shipped from Boston on the East
apo ub
appear twice as thick and hea.y—a ern Steamship boat Thursday night.
an
Pan 17 Million Jan Uttd F«ar(r
mass of gleamy hair, sparkling with Owing to severe coast gales the Boat
life and possesssing tliat incomparable was delayed and did not land this
softness, freshness and luxuriance.
CONDENSED STATEMENT
material in Cainden until Sunday
While beautifying the hair “Daa- morning. Feb. 8. .Aieantinie. employes
National Surat, Company
-»
ASSETS. I)HC. 31, 1924
derine” is also toning and stimulating in Skowhegan were busy loading and
Real Estate ................................... 5
16,719 70
each single hair to grow thick, long shipping to Rockland three 333 KVA.
Mortgage lx»nna ...........................
78,362 17
and strong. Hair stops falling out 6900-2300 volt transformers that were
Storks and Bund* ....................... 37.105,070 14
Cash in Office and Bank .......... 1.267.1114 64
and dandruff disappears. Get a bottle necessary to increase the power ca
Ae(*its* Balances ....................... 3,951,872 99
of “Danderine” at any drug or toilet pacity of the Camden Substation.
Bills Reeehable ...........................
1.188 58
counter and just sec how healthy and Due to the storm, thp delivery of the
Interest and Bents ....................... 298,867 12
All other assets ........................... 2,829.889 04
youthful your hair appears after this transformers in Rockland by the
delightful, refreshing dressing.
ROCKLAND WHOLESALE
Gross Aaaets ......................... .$35,489,674 39
Maine Central Railroad were delayed
' GROCERY CO.
817,827 19
Deduct items noL athuitted ..
until 6 p. m. Jan. 31. Through the
courtesy of the Maine Central offi
Admitted Assets .................. 134.671,247 20
WALDOBORO
cials this train was held upon its ar
LIABILITIES DEC. 3
1924
LEGISLATIVE NOTICES Net Unpaid Losses .......... . . $5,858,152 39
WARREN
rival, and the car immediately placed
.10,406..817 bX
Unearned
Premiums
............
Mrs. Susan Benner was at home to facilitate the transfer of the trans
All other Liabilities ............... . 2,181.131 II
JUDICIARY
Mrs. H. D. Sawyer who returned
formers to the Company’s electric
Cash Capital ............................. .10.OOH.000 00
from Thomaston Monday.
The CottB&ee on Judiciary will give a Surjilus over all Liahilities . 6.225,146 02
Friday
fromseveral
weeks
stay
in
railway.
Soon
after
they
were
land

Mrs. Freda Brackett of Nobleboro
public hearing in Its roome at the State
Amherst. N- S., where she was called House. In Ahtusta. on
ed in Camden.
.
was in town last week.
Total Liabilities and Surplus $34,671,247 20
FRIDAY. March 6. 1953, 2 p. m on the
by
the
illness
of
her
sister,
Mrs.
Nel

22Th28
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Storer were in
following:
lie
Watts,
resumed
work
at
the
During
the
last
four
days
of
tlie
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Portland Friday and SaturdayH. D- No. 150 An Act relating to limita
woolen
mill
Monday.
,
tions of righ| to enter on or take land
Whereas, Augustus E Anderson, of Cushing
Fred AV. Scott was in AVoolWich week the holes were dug in live feet
S P. No. 114 Resolve, proposing an In the County of Knox and State of Maine,
A rehearsal of Ivy Chapter, O. E.
of frost and several poles set. Four
last week.
amendment
to
tlie
Constitution,
providing
by
his mortguge deed dated November 22,
S„
degree
staff
is
called
for
Friday
Mrs. Merlon t’astner has returned pin arms had been removed and six
authority to the Legislature to require com 1922. and recorded In Knox Registry of
pin arms put on in their places. The evening and all members are urged pulsory voting
from Massachusetts.
Deeds, Book 195, Page 212, conveyed to me.
H D. No 211 An Act in relation to Itin the undersigned, and undivided one-half
Miss Lots Hagerman spent the, necessary wire had been run and the to be present.
26-28
of a certain lot or parcel of real estate, sit
(Mrs. Geneva Collamore of West erant vendors,
transformer Substation had
been
weekend in Rockland.
WEDNESDAY, March 11, 1925, 2 p m. on uated in said Cushing, In said County of
Miss Jessie Keene was at homo partly rewired in order that the three Rorkport is caring for Mrs. Marv the following:
Knox and Bounded and described as follows,
IS. D No. 122 An Art Providing for the to wit:
150 KA'A transformers could he re Bisbee who has been ill for some
from Gorham for the weekend.
attesting
of
Records
of
City
and
Town
Clerks
Easterly by land of Jane A. Woodcock and
Mrs. Herbert Achorn of Camden placed by the larger ones directly up time at her home at East Union.
Sarah E. Payson : southerly by land of die
A fine mounted specimen of lake i by«.Volume.
V. No 128 An Act relative to tacit- t-ald Sarah E. 4’ayaon, westerly by the
has been the guest of her mother. on their arrival on Sunday night
Part of the work inside the mill had trout, 24 tn. long, 6 in. deep and Ing. Inducing or persuading another to com Meadow Brook and northerly, westerly and
Mrs. Ella Achorn.
mit crime.
northerly by land of Eldrean Orff and the
Mrs. Nina Goucher has returned been done. Everything was In read weight 514 lbs. caught by George W.
II D No. 74. An Act relating to fees for
road leading to Broad Cove.
iness for the final installation of con Walker at Moosehead I^ike, M^y Ute registration of vehicles relating to the town
from Auburn.
ALso an undivided half part of another
192
4.
attracted
much
attention
in
the
transportation
of
school
children.
28-30
duit.
the
switches,
wire,
etc.,
when
it
certain lot of land situated In said Cushing
Miss Faye Keene has been at home
PREDERIGK W. HINCKLEY, Chairman and bounded as fofl-ows, viz: Beginning at
window of the G- I. Gardner drug
,
from AA'estfield, Mass.
, arrived.
HERBERT E. HOLMES, Secretary
stake and stones on the northly side of
stare
last
week.
At
daybreak.
Sunday,
a
special
oar,
• • • •
the town road leading to Broad Cove by a
Daniel Yates of Gahiden spent
piloted by Lineman Sukeforth and
LEGAL AFFAIRS
large rock ,at the southwest comer of land
Members and friends ot the Loynl Carrying' twenty odd Inside men and Monday in town looking up old ac
The Committee on Legal Affairs will give a of Charles A. Fogerty and running nortli
Order of Moose will be "listening in" line nen, reache 1 Camden.
public hearing In lt« rooms at the State northeast by said Fogerty’s land thirty-one
quaintances.
rods to stake and stones: thence north
at 10.30 p. ni. next Monday at the
William L. ba wry who celebrate! douse in Augusta, on
Agent Bennett with his Camden
by aaid land twenty four rods to
"" northwest
formal opening of their new station crew had the teams at the wharf, al his M.t birthday Sunday Is very apthe meadow: tlience oouth seventy four de
AA’JJB. AVorld renowned stars ' of ready loaded with the material from preeiative of the mentions shown
S 1’. 177. S P. 76 An Art to br knn»w grees west, thirteen rods to a stake; thence
opera, stage, film and radio will take the General Electric Comttany which him but conf?sses that if such birth- as tin- Children's Art relating to rlii'dren south sixty degrees west eighteen rods to
arc now or may hereafter Ihtoiiw de he town road before mentioned : thence east
part in the program. The work of had at last arrived on the delayed drys come oltener he would be a who
pendent. neslected or delinquent; to catah- erly by said road forty-six rods to the place
the order commends itself to all who boat. T. M. Strong had hoarded the "spoilt boy." Mr. Lawry received a ILtli a sperlal equky Juvenile Court to provide of beginning, containing seven acres, more
know of the splendid way in which boat at Rockland at 4 a. m. and had shower of 80 cards 1 eside’s many good Tor the treatment, rontrol. maintenance, adop- or less.
And whereas, the condition of said mort
it provides for the children and wives the material all checked and sorted wishes and several gifts among which tion and guardianship of the person of said
gage has been broken, now therefore, by
cMIdren.
of deceased members
was
a
very
line
birthday
fake
from
S.
P.
266
S
D
83.
An
Art
relating
to
reason
of the breach of the condition thereof
bysthe time the boat docked in CamMr. and Mrs. Berne AV. Mitchell ■aep.
Mrs. Hannan Spear and Mrs. Grace atwentee voting and providing method of I claim a ■ foreclosure of the same
voting by a person who is physically Infirm
Dated at said Cushing. Maine, this six
celebrated the first anniversary of
The inside men under the direction Spear.
teenth day of February 1925.
or disabled.
their marriage Wednesday evening of Town Agent Bennett, assisted bj
There will be another of the popu
8 P. 201 8. D -77. An Art relating to
22Th28
AUGUSTUS ANDERSON
of last week by entertaining a party Foreman Benner, were soon placing lar community dances under the the registration of voters and providing meth
of friends at luncheon and cards. conduit, pulling In wire and connect management of a committee of 10 od of regtstrailonShv a perion who Is phy
infirm or disabled.
The guests were Mr. and Mrs. MftV- ing up motors and starters. At 9 ladies with Mrs. W. R. Vinal, chair sically
H P 721 An Act to amend and extend
nard H. Kuhn, Mr. and Mrs. Berfi- o'clock Sunday night two of the mo
an
Act
entitled "An Act to incorporate the
man, at Glover hall next Friday .ev
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
28-36
ette Miller. Mr. and Mrs. Harold tors had been turned over and the ening March 6. Dancing from 8 till Odd Fellows’ Home of Maine.
Th» Fam,ui Slieet Mail* y,a im
Clark and Mr. and Mrs. Fuller other two were far enough complet 11 ?0. The new piano for which the
WAYS AND BRIDGES
tlMd In *11 tk* ImiIIm maiuliiM.
Hodgkins. A delightful time is re ed to give service the following morn entire proceeds of these evenings
The Committee on Wavs and Bridges will
Ovtr
220
Mltetlont—miO
f»r
ported. Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell were ing if necessary. The inside work goes to pay for, will he used on Fri give a pnftMc hearing In its rooms at tlie
•tlaltiua
State House; In Augusta, on
presented with a gift of sterling sil w-a^completed on Monday noon, Feb. day for the first time.
MAINE
MU8IC
CO..
Rockland.
Ma.
TUESDAY. March lOtli at 7.30 p. m on
ver individual salt and pepper sha 2, or in other words, 63 hours ahead
Twelve friends' of Miss Adelle Fey- tiie following:
kers
ler tendered her a surprise party on
H. D. 58 An Act to provide for tlie build
of the schedule.
Much satisfaction
is expressed
Tuesday in celebration of her birth tng of a bridge across the Kennebec River
• * • •
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
between
the Towns of Richmond and P—sden.
over the appropriation made at the
28-29
The line crew under the supervi day March 2. An excellent picnic
Attorney and Counselor at
town meeting Mondaj- of fl.ODO to
WEDNESDAY, March 11th. at 1 36 p. in
sion of A. M. Young moved the three supper wn served and an enjoyable
8 D.116 An Act to provide for building a
ward the erection of a soldiers' mon power transformers from the wharf «veiling passed Those present beside
Law
ument. The Waldoboro-Boston Club to the mill, completed the structure, the household Included Mrs. James bridge aero*, tlie Kennebec River between tile
Pity of Balli and the Town of Woolwich.
431
MAIN
ST.,
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
has already contributed a generous placed the transformers, with the ne Robinson, Mr. and Mrs. Sejdon Rob
28-36
Telepsones—Office 468; House 693-R
suni of money toward this very cessary wiring, and had the service inson, Mr. and Mrs. George Stevens.
iHOMKR H. DUNBAR, Sec.
worthy object.
STATE OF MAINE
alive to the mill at 2.30 They then Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Hahn, Mr. and County of K^iox.
W. A. JOHNSTON. RED. PHO.
sa.
» < • •
Mrs. Earle Moore. Miss Bertha
quit for a well-earned dinner.
To
the
honorable
justice of the Supreme JOHN STOP’S DRUG STORE
Mrs. Mildred Woodbury Davis died
At 3.30 p. m. the Substation fence Teague. F. iL. Montgomery and E. W. Judicial Ootirt, next to fhe held at Rock
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
Friday after weeks of Intense suf was removed nnd the three 333 KVA Perkins. Miss Feyler was presented land, within and fop said county on the first
Tucuda.v ■»>« Airil, IM5
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
fering. She had spent the greater transformers were unloaded from with a birthday gift
AlfredMfiM ©f Rockland In said county,
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS. DE
“
Soft
Shoes,"
Is
the
title
of
the
part of her life here and had made the electric car and moved into po
VELOPING. PRINTING AND EN
husband tj/^le EliKaWh Davis, of. parts
LARGING.
many friends. Sympathy goes out sition ready to replace the three 150's. Saturday picture at Glover hall, unknown, respectfully presents: That her
Harry
Carey's
latest
Hunt
Stromberg
makkn
name
was
Susie
Elizabeth
McTabor,
from the whole community to her Maurice Gregory
of the Railway
370 Main Street, Rockland
that he
lawfully married to tiie said
husband, Clarence Davis. Funeral Dept. rendered valuable service in prediction. This is a thrilling tale Susie Elizabeth McTabor at Rockland In
of the underworld written by Hunt said Knot rtn the fifth day of July, 1911.
services were held at her late home changing these transformers.
Arthur U Ofne, Notary Public; that they
Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy
Monday afternoon. Rev. Guy McAt 7 o'clock the boys all had a good Stromberg from an idea suggested by
Although the lived togethe? as husband and wife at Rock
Quaidee officiating. Her body wan feed with two hours rest. Then Ov by Carey himself.
land, in aaldr-.County, from the time of their CM. WHEELER,D.GPh.C
stunt,
dear
to
the
hearts
of
Carey
placed in the German Cemetery tomb erfilling was put in readiness to shut
said marrtatjp until the fifteenth day of
where it will remain until taken to down the Camden line at 11.SO. fans are much in evidence, real April. 1917 .that your libelant has always
Chiropractor
conducted hlmoelf tovward his said wife as
Jefferson for burial.
Transformers were exchanged, all humor and interest are interspersed. a faithfrul, true and affectionate husband:
400 Main Street, - - . Rockland
T*he
program
also
includes
the
usual
Gradual, Palaiar Sehaal af Gklroaraetla
The annual town meeting was held connections made, system rotation
that on said fifteenth day of April, 1917, the
Ofllea Hours;
said Busle Elizabeth Davis utterly deserted
Monday in the town house. The fol checked and the line alive again in comedy and news reel.
Maaduya. Wednesdays. Fridays. 11-12; 2-Sl
your
libelant
without
cause
and
went
to
lowing officers were elected: Moder two hours and forty-live minutes.
7-S. Tuiidaya. Tkuridaya, 10-12; 2-6;
l»artH unknown to him, since which time he
Saturdays. It-12. Tai. 8SS
ator, George Ashworth; selectmen,
Division Kupt. H. P. Blodgett made
has never seen or heard from her: tliat
Place yqur orders early. Good said
utter desertion has continued for three
Millard F. AA’ade, E.
Teague, Fred frequent visits to the job whil£ un
Service. Good quality.' Thomaston consecutive years prior to the filing of this
S. Simmons; clerk. Otto V. Hassner; der construction. The other men On
DR. T. L. McBEATH
libel; that her residence is unknown to your
Ice Co. Tel. 122-2,
25-Th-3l
treasurer, Hadley H. Kuhn; member the job were as follows:

IRONCHITIS

WHITE
HOUSE
COFFEE

VICKS
w
V

Tbe

R

Flavot
is

Roasted

In!

SHEET MUSIC 15c

of school committee. Fred L- Kaler
assessors, Leon Ludwig. George Wlnchenbach, Maurice Hilton;
road
commissioners, Walter Kaler. San
ford Brown. George Delano; fire
wardens, Chester Benner, Harold
Perry, Charles Freeman; auditor,
William A. Richards; constables,
George AA’allace, Merle Castner.

NORTH HAVEN
"One Thing Needed." will lie the
subject of the pastors address at the
North Haven Baptist church on Sun
day morning at 11 o'clock. Special
music will he furnished by the
young people's choir. Sunday school
meets at 9.45 with "classes for all
Sunday school at the Northeast
schoolhouse Is at 2.30 o'clock Sunday
afternoon conducted by the pastor,
At the 7 o'clock evening service at
the church the subject of the
pastor’s address will be "Whit
Jesus Means to .Ale." The High
School chorus will sing. On Friday
afternoon at 3.30 the class in music,
and religious instruction -will meet in
the church vestry. The boy Scouts
under the leadership of the pastor
will meet at 7 o’clock Friday evening
also in the church vestry Unity
Guild meets on Tuesday aftednoon
in the Guild sewing room, with
plenty of work for all.

Linemen—A. M. Young, Div. Fore
man; Sukeforth, Hall, Fickett, Jame
son, Hutchinson and Nash.
Wiremen.—H. Bennett, Agt., Cam
den, and crew, Seavey and Davis.
The following were Rockland wiremen: L. >f. Benner, foreman; Rollins.
Dean, Richards. Cogan, Kaler, Strong,
Merrill and F. L. Benner.—From the
Exciter.
x

APPLETON
LVlonday'*1

Town meeting
next
March 8.
Dr. Plumer of Union was in the
village professionally Tuesday.
Mrs. Rose Ripley is quite sick at
this writing She is attended by Dr.
Doughty ot Searsmont.
Union High School gives a drama
at Riverside hall tomorrow evening.
The cottage Penecostal meetings
are being well attended. Encourag
ing word from Portland headquarters
saj' that the large Presbyterian
church, corner of Park and Pleasant
^treets has been turned over to the
Pentecostal people. This makes four
assemblies in Portland, and any local
fnembers visiting Portland will re
ceive a cordial welcome'at any of
these—Commercial street, Washing
ton avenue, Cumberland avenue oh
at Ahe corner of Park and Pleasant
streets.

sa£e of

USED MACHINES
We have 20 or more
Used Machines that must
be sold to make room.
SINGER, late model from $8 to $35
NEW HOME .................
$18
STANDARD ..........................
$15
WHITE ................................
$20
PORTABLE SINGER ELEC
TRIC MACHINE .................. $35
All machine, mechanically a,
good as new and guaranteed as
good as new.
To take advantage of thia tale
you must call at the SINGER
STORE See MR. HERRICK as
we have no salesmen out on this
sale.
,
20 PER CENT DISCOUNT ON
ALL NEW GOODS DURING
THIS SALE

SINGER
SEWING MACHINE CO.
H. L. HERRICK, Mgr.
TEL. 477-M.
ROCKLAND
27-29

libelant and cannot be ascertained by rea
sonable dlllghnce ; that there is no collusion
between your libellant and .the said Busie
Elizabeth Davis to obtain a divorce.
Wherefore he prays that a divorce may
be decreed between him and the said Susie
Elizabeth Da,vls for the cause above set forth.
Dated >at Rockland this sixteentli day of
February 1923.
ALFRED DAVIS
Knox. ss.
Personally appeared the above named Al-

STATE OF MAINE
February 16, 1925
fred Davis and made oath that the foregoing
allegatilon as to the residence of the Libeljce
Is true.
Before me,
EDWARD K. GOULD
Justice of the Peace
STATE OF MAINE
I Seal J
Knox, ss.
Clerk’s Oftice, Supreme Judicial Court, In
Vacation
Rockland. January 17, A. D., 1925.
Upon the foregoing Libel, Ordered, That
the Libellant give notice to said Susie Eliza
beth Davis to appear before our Supreme
Judicial Couvt, to be holden at Rockland,
wdthln and for the County of Knox, on the
first Tuewday of April, A D., 1925. by pub
lining an attested copy of said Libel, and
this order thereon, three weeks successively
in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper printed
in Rockland in our County of Knox, the last
publication to be thirty days at least prior
to said flrat Tuesday of April next, that she
may there and then in our ©add court appear
anti snow cat*e, If any she have, why the
prayer of said Libellant should not be
granted. /
CHARLES J

GJeaH- 4

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Telephone 130
50 UNION ST., ROCKLAND. ME.

Graduate of American 8chool of
Osteopathy

H.M.deROCHEMONT
108 PLEASANT STREET

PLUMBING

HEATING

TEL. 244-W
llT-tf

ARTHUR L. ORNE
- Insurance

.

MILTON M. GRIFFIN, Clerk
22-T1? 28

I

Successor to A. J. Iraklnc A Co.

417 MAIN ST. ---------- ROCKLAND

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Offloa Hann: I ts 5 and 7 ta I P. M.
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true copy of the Libel and Order of the
Cburt thereon.
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Osteopathic Physician
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WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.
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Every-Other-Day

With the Radio Fans

MAINE MADE

[By R. Waldo Tyler]
I am sorry I neglected the radio
readers of this column for so long hut
the old typewriter went on tho
hum” nnd being a rather poor pen
man I kept putting oft writing until
now, and I have missed many good
subjects during the past few weeks
* * • •
Receiving conditions have lieen
many and varied, with perhaps more
poor nights than 'good ones. Jxing
distance work has been reported by
some but I have been satisfied to
listen to the many good progra-ns
right here near home and call that
good enough.
• • • •
The design of receivers shows no
radical changes over the past few
weeks that 1 have been "off the air”
and the current issues of tho radio
magazines have brought out nothing
new for the experimenter to play
with. 'Several new hookups, much
the same as the Browning-Drake
have come out, but they are only
slightly different, just enough differ
ent to be entitled to some other name.
It seems that radio-frequency and
regeneration combined in the same
receiver covers them all and when
used together make a very efficient
set. I am still using the BrowningDrake with excellent results.

—AT THE—

KNOX COUNTY HEADQUARTERS FOR QUALITY
*
MATTRESSES ?

Page Five

HOW OLD VETERAN | VINALHAVEN
$40,000 Raised—A
KEEPS HEARTY Nearly
New Rock Drill and Auto
Now J 7 Years Old, But Can
Eat Anything That
Comes Along.

e/ruwrie

Truck Ordered.

The annual town meeting was held
Monday in Memorial hall and lasted
all day and into the evening, as
there were 70 articles in the war
rant. Officers were elected as fol
This store haj for years past been building a
W. E. Alden of Curtis Corner, Me., lows: Moderator, H. A. Davidson;
sterling reputation*on the mattress specialty. We
writes the Priest Drug Co., Bangor, town clerk, O. P. Lyons; selectmen
and assessors, O. V. Drew, M- N.
Me.:
buy in carload lots’and move our big stock rapidly,
Chilles. L. B. Dyer; overseers of
Have had a very bad stomach poor, the selectmen, Miss E. F. Robso are able to give exceedingly attractive prices.
trouble for many years, In fact ever I erts and Mrs. Fred Greenlaw; treasForMie reason that we want only the best we handle
slrne I came out of the army in 65. urer, L. R. Smith; chief of fire deHare tried a great many indigestion partment, G. C. Peaslce; road comthejd- L. Day & Son product of Bangor and for
remedics (so-called), and employed missioners, G. C. Peaslce, F. H. Hall.l
several doctors, but got only tern- Carl Ames; new member of school]
porary relief from any of them. About | committee, Mrs. Llewellyn Thomas,
Unless you see the “Bayer Cross” on tablets you are
two years ago I received a sample of The total appropriations, $38,211. |
not getting. the genuine Bayer Aspirin proved safe
Priest’s Indigestion Powder, and the IMncipn] items included Schools, |
four doses of the sample gave me $8000; free high school, $4,100; supby bnillions and prescribed by physicians 24 years for
such immediate relief I sent for a pjlies, $800; free text books, $900;
small package-and took as per diret- salaries, $1,800; support of poor,
tions and, marvelous as it seems. It $3000; drilling machine, $1,500; auto|
Colds
Headache
cured my stomach trouble of so long (ruck. $500; roads and bridgesstanding. Fixed me so I could eat $3000; interest on loans, $1,500; town I
anything and have it set good. Sour debt, $1000; fire department, $900;
Pain
Neuralgia
stomach, gas, violent pains all gone, public library, $600; incidental ex-|
KNOW MAINE PRODUCTS WEEK
1 have also given doses of it to sev- penses, $700; street lights, $1,780;
eral others, and it has always given | hydrant service, etc, $2,000; miscel- ]
Toothache
Lumbago
We are offering truly startling values ih this sterling
good results. I kept It by me, and |aneoua. $4,131,
product of Maine factories
at any symptom, df Ihe return of
« » » •
Neuritis
Rheumatism
my old troubles one or two doses
VINA1 MAVTh!
It appears to me in neutralizing sets
me all right again.”
V IH/U-Tlrt
this receiver lies the reitl secret of its
Finest Full Silk Floss Mattresses, handsome tick, full rolled
efficiency and it is nt small trick to
. Mr. and Mrs, Langtry Smith, Mr.
Accept only ‘ Baver’1 package which contains proven directions. ‘
edge,, ventilated ................................... *............ ..........................
neutralize It right. Most neutralized
Priest’s Powder for Indigestion, I nn(j jjrs
Conway and F. M
Handy “Bayer”.boxes of 12 tablets—Also bottles of 21 and 100—Druggists.
sets that have come to my attention Sour, Sick Stomach, Car Sickness, whl(e left Wednesday for Boston to
Aspirin is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoacetlcacidester of Salicyllcacld
appear to have used too much ca Heartburn!and General Hyperacidity I a^en(j
Auto Show, in the interFine Cotton Felt Mattresses................................. ,.......................... JIA
pacity. rather than too little, in their of the Stomach.
_, | est’of demonstrating Albapol, Mr.
Fancy Tick—full Rolled Edge—One pr Two Pieces
*
neutralizing condenser. This gives
All druggists, 50c and $1.50. T“e an(j j|vg Smith will go on to New
SOUTH SOMERVILLE
the same effect as too little capacity $1.50 size holds five (6) times as' York and demonstrate the same at STUDEBAKER’S LATEST
and a set that is over neutralized will much as the 60c size.
the Auto show in that city
All Cotton Mattresses.......................................... . -................. •,
Priest’s Regulators, the ideal tonic.
Replete with smart appearance and
Mr. and Mrs. Arno Bartlett' were
act much the same as one that Is not
laxative for chronic constipation 25c
Mrs- •I;
Moore entertained tho
neutralized at all
distinctive features not common to in Augusta last week, returning Fri
Strong and Comfortable—Fancy Tick
and 75c. If your dealer does not | Apron Club at her home \\ ednescars of Its class, and with a quality day afternoon. •
carry them In stock have him order dayAlfred Griffin of Windsor with Ills
With the rotor set at minimum l»
Pillows—Dayson’s Best, per pair............. ..........................
qsj
for you or send direct to Priest Drug! Mrs. A. U- Patterson was hostess to of chassis and body construction lhat crew is pressing hay in the Charles
is Impossible to oscillate the set by
the Silent Sisters Wednesday at her I arrests Immediate attention, the new Allard barn.
any change of settings in the tun Co., Bangor, Me. Parcel pose pre
address. No extra | home.
(Miss Dorothy Day went Monday to
Studebaker Standard Six, four-door
ing condensers if the set is properly paid to any
charge.—advt.
Mrs. Jesse BradstreeL who has I brougham comes to the market this Thomaston to remain a few months
-itrallzed, and you will find in bal
with her sister, Mrs. Annie Day.
been the guest of her mother Mrs.
ing the Browning-Drake receivMr. and Mrs. Maurice Clifford ot
Quincy Maker, returned this week to | week as the newest of the new body
r hat the neutralizing condenser is
types which tills company has cro- Augusta and Mrs. Hazel Clifford
Rockland.
MARTINSVILLE
very critical in Its setting between
Goodwin of Denver, Col., were recent
Everett Libby is in Portland tills uted.
too much nnd not enough capacity,
L. MARCUS
Many people felt the shock of an | week on a business trip.
so that Just the right setting wHl
Its body is low to the ground. Its guests of their father, James 1. Clif
ford.
Union Church Circle will holdTisj
take quite a bit of experimenting. earthquake Saturday evening.
appearance is distinctive. And with
313-319 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
Mr. und Mrs. D ,J. Woodbury of
TEL. 745-J
Zenas Pease Is confined to the usual supper at the vestry tonight
The control of regeneration In the
in
Its
four-door
body
are
seats
of
full
North Jefferson were dinner guests
detector is where the real efficiency house with rheumatism and his little I at 5.30.
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
FREE DELIVERY
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Kossuth and width and a roominess which gives Sunday at Sam Bartlett's and at
comes into this set, and as the fre granddaughter sick with a heavy
[ daughter Arlena returned Tuesday that comfort and ease of riding which tended church in the afternoon.
quency decreases the tendency to cold.
After being closed all winter tlie
oscillate also decreases, it Is then
William M. Harris Is confined to from Rockland where they attended all motor car buyers seek. Bodies are
that the rotor of the regeneformer the house w ith anothef hard cold. funeral services of Mr. Kossuth's built with full metal panels, except church was opened Sunday and Mis
sionary Overlock held a meeting,
comes into play for giving volume Hls wife, who is earing for him. has father, George W. Kossuth.
Llewellyn Smith was in Rockland for leather-covered back and rear which was well attended and much
to the high wave stations. Many also taken It. Dr. Leach was called
MOODY MOUNTAIN
SOUTH WALDOBORO
He was accompanied by
SUNSET
Wednesday.
quarters. Tlie ornamental top bows enjoyed.
neutrodynes find the peak of their to them Sunday.
Miss Helen Higgins has lieen the
Miss Luella Holmes returned Tues and oval rear quarter and back win Mrs. Overlook who assisted with tho
efficiency between 250 and 350 meters
Mrs.
Nettie
Rawt,
y
who
has
been
guest of Mrs. Charles Luce for the
'Edwin G. Miller and Della BurnMiss Vesta Joyce of North Deer and completely fall down on the
day from Swan's Island, where she dows give it a personality that stands music. lie left an appointment for
past week.
helmer have had radios installed.
Isle is the guest of "Mrs.' Elmer B. higher wave stations. Regenera caring for Mrs. William Cook, is sick was the guest of her purents.
out. Within, the Millais upholstery, March 1’., at 2 o’clock.
with
bronchitis
and
not
able
tp
leave
Mr. and Mrs. Elmus Shuman have Eaton this week.
Fair Holmes and a friend called on
• • • •
the attractive fittings, opalescent
tlon
in
the
detector
would
help
comMrs.
Cook's.
Their
little
son
Shertheir brother fox hunter B. E. Cun I returned hotqe after spending a week
rear-corner reading
lamps: the
The earthquake of Saturday night I pensate this loss. Surely the perThomao A. Dyer
ningham recently.. They were one with their son Everett at Feylcr’s made itself heard and felt in several feet receiver has not yet been built, wood has been sick with a bad cold.
JOHN F. HALCROW, of PortThomas A- Dyer, a veteran of the heavy, upholstered foot rest and robe
Mrs, Ina Hooper called on neigh
,
of the first autoists to make the t»tp 1 Corner?
° land. Me., who was almost a
places here but with no disastrous but the more 1 play with the Brown bors Sunday afternoon and evening, Civil War and member of Lafayette rail contribute like distinction.
Mrs Eva Miller and daughter effects.
from Belfast.
Above full balloon tires with 5.25
physical wreck when he began
ing-Drake the nearer I think it ap first time out this winter. Little Carver Post, G. A. R„ died Sunday at
Searsmont had Its town meeting Hazel of Everett are visiting their
taking Karnak, declares he is now
Mrs. Clara Thompson who has proaches the ultimateSylvia is getting to be a big healthy hls home at Granite Island. Although inch castings, this new brougham is
Monday electing the following offi grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. William
in perfect health from head to
• • • •
been the guest of relatives in town,
Mr. Dyer had been in ill health for mounted on the Standard Six chas
girl.
cers:
Selectmen—Joe
Packard. Flanders.
foot.
Many temporary changes in wave
Owing to the rough evening Friday some time he wus confined to hls bed sis of 113 inch wheel base—ideal for
Miss Marjorie Burgess who has has returned to her home at North
George Cooper and I. W. Paul; Mrs.
Deer Isle.
length have lieen tried out by some the poverty social wasn't so well at but a few days. He was the son of traffic—with a 50 horsepower engine
Abbie Bryant, treasurer; four road lieen spending two weeks with het7
carried on its own subframe as a unit
Out of town friends will be inter of our’ stations recently, without tended. But all that were present Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Dyer and wus
commissioners—L. Thomas, J. Sweet- sister, Mrs. Olive Shuman, has re
with tho transmission.
ested to know that the Gross block at much material effect upon better re Tport a good time and about $4 was 81 years of age. Mr. Dyer had been
land, Fred Lucas and .1. Packard; turned home.
Light Control on Steering Wheel
Mr. and Mrs. Reuel Orff and. two Deer Isle has been sold to Dr. L. W. ception. WMBF of Miami Beach has Cl<[eared. This fjoes toward the elec- | a resident of Vinalhaven nearly all ol
school committee—Charles Dickey
Tlie entire ignition is water-proof; i
lights.
| hls long life and his occupation wag
Tewksbury of Stonington, and will dodged back and forth all over the
and Mrs. Ora Bryant: tax collector children and Misses Olive and Fran
Old King winter came in with all that of fisherman. When a youm eVen the spark plugs are protected
board and can’t scent to keep out of
and constable—H. B. Thompson witii ces Stahl spent Sunday with Mr. and ' ,)e remodelled Into a theatre.
its fury Friday and made everybody | man he enlisted In the Civil War iu against rain or a careless cur washer.
some
other
stations
way.
WNAC
a total amount raised of $10,923. Mrs. W, E. Shuman at Feyier's Cor
A basketball team has recently
sit up and think that February wasn’t j lhe 56th. Maine. Company G. and was Electric wiring Is carried 111 metalTbe selectmen were authorized to ner. ,
been organized here, the players be went up to 333 and this was quite
| discharged at the close of the war. covered conduits. Tlie single-plate
Mrs. Emma Hunt of the village is ing us follows: Clifford Eaton, Fred an improvement over its old meter. going out like a lamb.
buy a new road mnchinc if needed.
He had served as commander of La- clutch gives ease of operation, and
WWJ
of
the
Qetrolt
News
has
Many people were badly 'fright a guest of Mrs. Edwin G. Miller.
Smith, Norman Sellers, Everett Dun
drppped down from Its former wave ( Jewish philosophy and history, the] layette Carver Post, G. A. R„ which gear shifting is silent and smooth.
D. O Stahl had the misfortune to ham and Charles Weymouth.
ened Saturday night when an In
'Off the steering wheel lias gone the
length and Is much more accessible Itible, later biblical literature, the has only live remaining comrades.
creasing low rumble was heart) fall last week and dislocate his shoul-'
Rodney Philbrooks of Vinalhaven is than before. One super-power sta Talmud, Jewish jurisprudence, and | Deceased is survived by his wife and spark advance control; the engine
Some thought a very heavy truck der. Drs. Fogg of Rockland and Sali stopping at Fletcher Euton’s,
tion has been dubbed ’’America’s Hebrew philology will be studied in several grandchildren Services were automatically limes its firing to its
vas approaching but at once the born of Waldoboro were calld. He is
George
Brown
of
Eagle
is
visiting
5009-watt Lemon" and Its Increase the proposed University of Jerusalem, held at the home Tuesday afternoon ow’' speed and the driver has one less
houses berfan to tremble and shake. gaining, but not able to move around
his daughter, Mrs. Vida Sylvester and in power falls to Impress any better which will l>e the center of intel the G. A. R. burial service being per thing to watch, and one less source
Windows, stoves and dishes rattled, much.
•
formed. Besides the G. A. R. Veter1 I of trouble from forgetfulness.
on our local antennas.
lectual life for the Jews.
and doors came open. The earth
The ladies degree team of Maple family.
The entire" lighting control has lieen
ans there were present members ot
• • • *
quake shock lasted about a minute Grange visited Progressive Grange al
The High School closed on Friday
Sons of Veterans, I.afayette Carver [ mounted on tho steering wheel, nt
and was the heaviest ever known In Winslow's Mills Friday night and ! for a two weeks’ vacation.
Perhaps a most successful rival
I’ost and lAidtes of the G. A . B. In I linger tips, so one’s eyes need not be
this town.
worked the third and fourth degrees
Mrs. Courtney Eaton is visiting to some of our most powerful Am
terment was made in Bay View cem taken from the road in passing oth
B. E- Cunningham got two nice on a class of 18. At the close of the her brother Edmund Dunham and I erlcan stations Is the Canadian Nti
er cars at night; there is no need to
etery.
| tional R. R. station at Moncton, N
raccoon.1# Saturday.
grange the usual harvest feast was family at Stonington this week
I grope on the instrument board, down
Misses Ruth Wooster and Priscilla served after which the evening was
Mr. and Mrs. Dudley L. Sellers re B„ with call letters CNRA. This
the wheel, for the light «wltch.
Robbins who have been at home for spent socially. Forty seven were turned last week from Portland where I station Is received perfectly on even
RECEIVERS NAMED
a week’s vacation, have returned to present from Maple Grange, c
they have lieen visiting relatives.
the smallest receivers and the an
SWAN-’S ISLAND
High School at Camden.
Mrs. Clarence Harding left for
Little Miss Arlene Sylvester enter | nouncer has a splendid radio voice,
Following a hearing in Portland
Walter Clark and Warren* Went Bostorf Monday noon.
tained several of her friends on her This is one of my favorite stations
I Tuesday Leon Saithorn of Vinalhavworth who have been sick are nowA large number from this section 7th birthday Monday. Games were I and shares the honors with KDKA on
en was appointed local receiver for | 'Swan’s Island held its annual town
able to- be out.
attended town meeting Monday.
played and ice cream, cake and candy 1 the home antenna.
1 the Lane & Libby Glue Products Co. meeting Monday at the I.OjO.F. hall.
Nelson Collamore of Lewiston and was enjoyed. Arlene was the recipl
* * • •
| of Vinalhaven. and A. H. Curtis of Addison Parker of Minturn served
In Exchange For Your Old
Lettie Simmons of Friendship were ent of several nice gifts.
Marblehead. Mass., was named re as moderator. Most of the town offi
Called on Arthur Nutt. Monday,
UNION
Battery
visitors at Martin Collamore's tlie
A number from here attended the In Camden. Arthur Is one of my
ceiver in behalf of the American Glue | cers of the prececdlng year were re
The ravaging effects of indigestion
past week.
town meeting Monday at Deer Isle.
Co. Two Hoekland attorneys Alan elected: Selectmen Samuel Stinson, on the system and the quick and
boyhood chums and ts well known
The American Legion and Auxili |
Walter
Joyce
and
Fred
Wilbur,
who
Mr. Overlock of Warren has start
The Seniors ol the High School here In Buckland. He has a little
L. Bird and Frank II. Ingraham were ]
thorough way in which the famous
ary will hold their regular meeting on ed his mill on the Waterman wood gave a play "Mr. Bob" on Monday- shop on Washington street and re
present at the hearing, and Clerk of | were also chosen as assessors and new medicine, Karnak, overcomes this
overseers
of
the
poor;
treasurer,
N.
March 9.
lot and several have employment with evening at town hall. There was a portd good business on ready made
fourts Milton M. Griffin wus a wit
health-wrecking trouble and. restores
T. Morse; constables, Alfred Bprague one Io a condition of healthy vitality
Mrs. Ann Farris and Mrs. Bertha him.
large audience and the play was sets all through the winter. It ap
ness.
Merrill
Sadler
and
Alonzo
Sprague;
IlowC called on friends at South Un
Mr. und Mrs. Allie Cushman of well rendered. A dujice followed wjth pears that the boys in Camden are
and vigor is forcefully demonstrated
collector of taxes, Merrill Sadler. in tlie case of Mr. John F. Ilalcrow,
ion Tuesday.
Friendship were at George N. Win- music by the local orchestra.
getting interested in the code, too,
L
Ford
F.
Morse
was
chosen
the
new
11. L. Robbins has had the stose oc ' chenhacit’s Bunday.
26 Locust street, Portland, Me.
und code practice in Arthur’s shop
member of the school committee'
cupied by Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
MATINICUS
"I am more Ilian glad to give Kar
Tel. 837-W
689 Main Street
is a dally occurrence on the pro
WEST ROCKPORT
sexton,
Adelbert
Bridges,
assistant,
Moody newly painted and whitened
nak my unqualified Indorsement,"
gram. It is hoped that a radio club
ROCKLAND, ME.
and it now looks very attractive with ,
A.
C.
Smith;
surveyor
of
wood
and
stales Mr. Ilalcrow, “for, thanks to
will soon be formed there.
28-29
At Ihe annual town meeting Mon- lumber, F. E. Bridges; fence viewer.
the new goods tastefully displayed.
this new medlcino, I ain now able to
Mrs. Henry Lamson spent the
• * • •
| day these officers were chostn:
Alonzo Carter.has added a line ot
A.
W.
Stanley;
road
commissioner,
cat a good squaro meal and not suf
weekend in Camden, guest of Mrs.
Camden fans are still troubled with
Moderator—45. IL RipleyI •wr.
Merrill Sadler; fire wardens, F. F- fer torment afterwards.
groceries to his store at the Corner.
Anna Clark
local interference, much as our own
Clerk
—
Jt.
E.
Philbrook.
Morse, S. G. Stockbridge and 'Merrill
A birthday party was given Fred
"Before 1 got hold of Karnak my
For tho Arrest and Conviction of
Mrs. U. E/ Leach Is In Brookline, troubles of early wintej Reception
Assessor—(Henrietta H. Ames.
Sadler;
appropriations.
Common stomach was iu such a terrible con
Knight on Fell. 23. Those who at
the party who stole two propellere, i Mass., for treatment at the Deaconess there has been generally poor all
Kchool
Committee
—
Harold
E.
Schools, $2400; textbooks, $150; re dition I would become nahseated af
tended were ia ancient costumes and
Hospital and is Improving rapidly I wlnter, and the Hource of the trouble
| Allies.
three carburetors, hard grease
pairs, $450; supplies $50; roads $2,000. ter meal-lime and 1 could scarcely
a very enjoyable evening was passed.
following till treatment she had ta- { Is still a mystery. The interference
Treasurer
—
.Horace
R.
Young.
cups and gasoline pipes from my
town expenses, $1200. The ladies of retain a thing on my stomach, und
The graudating classyjtf U- H. S.
ken there in the past few months.
sounds like a motor generator hum,
■Constable—Oscar F. Ames.
Atlantic furnished a bounteous din was jusl miserable from bloating, t
presented the drama "When a Feller
power boat "Rover” at .South
Mr and Mrs. S. G. Andrews arc in 1 Interrupted by constant crackling
Tax
Collector
—
Isaac
E.
Philbrook.
ner and supper. Attendance was had such awful bilious spells that
Needs a Friend" at the totvn hall
Rockport this week.
Thomaston.
counds
like
steady
static.
Fence
Viewers
—
A.
A
Philbrook,
Friday night to a packed house.
■t ;
large from all the villages of the Is my head felt like it would burst, and
The Mission Circle met with Mrs. I
Let us demonstrate any of | L. L. Young and Carl H. Young.
• * * *
Each participant took hts part like
land. There was a dance in the ev I had to t>e always taking strong
J. F. Heal last week. In spite of the
Surveyor
of
Wood,
Lumber,
Bark,
John
Anderson
of
Middle
stffeet
F.
H.
MALONEY
an old stager and the frequent ap
ening. Tlie question of maintaining physics for constipation.
the
storm a regular meeting w-as held
|
etc.
—
E.
H.
Ripley.
hill
has
a
three
tube
Browning28-lt
plause plainly showed the fine audi
a High school was defeated by a vote
"I hadn't taken two hotties of Kar
and quite a number of squares of ]
Fire Warden—Isaac E. Philbrook. of 48 to 41. It was voted to purchase nak liefore 1 was eating hearty and
Drake receiver.
ence was much pleased. -Sherman's I
patch-work pieced.
Money
was
raised
for
the
followorchestra furnished music between
without a particle of trouble.
I
a stone crusher.
I Rev. O. W. Stuart has completed a
| ing purposes: For support of schools,
acts and for the dance which fol EMPLOYERS INDEMNITY CORPORATION series of sermons on “What the Bible I Glenn A. Lawrence has added a
Twin daughters have arrived al haven't had a bilious attack since I
$775;
Text
Books,
$80;
Repairs
on
in
your
home
" Says About Our Times," followed last I three-stage resistance coupYed amlowed. A very satisfactory sum w’as
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Everett started on Karnak, don't have to take
Kansan City. Mo.
Schoolhouse, $03; Plantation Charges Carter.
ASSETS DSX'. 31. 1924
realized. They are planning to repeat
any mole physics, and feel fine from
Sunday by "The Master's Definition plifler to his Browning-Drake.
Ileal
Estate
...........................
$150;
Tuition
of
scholars,
$80;
Su
»6.W<8
Oh
their play at Appleton in the near I Mortgage Loans ...................
* • • *
The number of radio receiving sets head to fool."
.... 612.112 00 of Readiness." The series has been
perintendent
of
schools,
$80;
total,
Karnak Is sold In Rockland exclu
future.
on the island Is increasing. Recep
Collateral Loans ............... ...”
5(1.900 00
Clarence Rackliffe is again using
$1195.
Stocks and Bonds .............. .... 1.130,309 37 all of Mr. Stuart’s sermons.
tion has been unusually good, and sively by the Corner D^ug Store; in
The | a Haynes, after several weeks of ill
....
408.005
Cash In Office and Bank ..
90 1
Formerly $191.00; now
muny distant stations have lieen Thomaston liy McDonald’s Rexall
ness, nnd reports good reception even
Agent's Balances ............... .... 527 .MO 73 '
Heard. News of the earthquakes on Store; in Union by Gordon-Lovejoy
ST. GEORGE
Bills Receivable ...................
39.557 30 ] study In the hook of Acts which is I with his antenna down.
DRESSED CALVES
Interest and Rents ............
Saturday reached the island within a Co.; and by the leading druggist in
21,233 77 !
• » . »
All other Assets ................... .... 171,516 86
J. A. Gilchrest has returned from few minutes of their occurrence, via every city.—adv.
Tlfe earthquake was felt here Sat
Miss Helen L. Carr of Thomaston
radio. The earth tremor was felt
| visiting relatives in Melrose, Mass.
(.Toss Assets................................ $3,648.1411 111 urday night, but no damage done.
LIVE AND DRESSED
has purchased a two-tube Haynes.
Complete
Deduct Iteau not admitted ....
415,16‘J 48
While splitting wood last week, here on the island. In one home the
|Gus Johnson had the misfortune to shaking of houee-plants called at
with Lour Speaker
Admitted Assets .......................$2,632,970 13*1
HOPE
R. O. Wade of Camden has sold his
POULTRY
[cut his Hand quite badly. He was tention to it.
LIABlLITLbK, DEI'. 31. 1624
Westinghouse R. C. to Ed. Wells ot
'Ice is out of Mackerel Cove.
Net Unpaid Losses .................. $ 704.629 84
taken to the hospital and attended by
Less
batteries
Work on the motorboat for Wai
| Dr. Halil
ili'i,'o,‘d
................
Knox Pomona' Grange will meet Broad Cove and has purchased a
four-tube Browning Drake.
EGGS, APPLES, ETC
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hocking have ter Joyce at Seth Joyce’s shipyard is
fash Capital ...................................
700,060 no I with Hope Grange No. 299 at Hope
Distance
and
Tone
• a « •
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 418,784 84 , Saturday. In the evening an enter| returned from Portland where they rapidly progressing and a boat for
J. F. Carver is exhibiting the new
Donald Joyce has been completed.
I attended the automobile show.
_ . , ,,
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.. ’
' tainnient and social dance will be
Quality
Total Liabilities and Surplus ..$2,033,979 53 I ,
.___
The young men of Atlantic, for the
PROMPT RETURNS
A social for the Memorial fund was
*28TH34
K. C. MORAN * co . Agents I given by membets of the Megunti- model Acme D. coil reflex at his
store on Main street----------------- ------- ;------------ | cook Grange of Camden
| held In Grange hall last Wednesday. sake of educational und social ben
Selective
and
Non• • * •
Mrs. Eleanor Payson, Raymond
A good program was rendered and efit, have organized a new society,
Boston Globe
1 and Dorothy Ludwig spent Sunday
John Pierce of South Thomaston
home-made candy sold with about "The Atlantic Six.” The officers are.
Radiating
President, Frederick L. Gage; vice
T. H.WHEELERCO.
, with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Payson of I has purchased a five-tube Chelsea.
| $11 netted.
In Great
' Camden.
I Excellent reception is reported.
'Marion Biley and Elinor Johnson president, Kenneth Stanley; secre
Other Radiolas from
earthquake of Saturday even- I
• « • •
tary, Percy Spurting; treasurer, Os
| are ill.
Sold Before April ingThewas
experienced quite plainly | C. L. Sleeper of Sduth Thomaston
A RELIABLE
Mrs. Lilia Hocking has been ill the car Johnson. The society held an
Demand
entertainment at Seaside hall on
here.
I reports receptiofi of a South Amerl| past week with rheumatism.
First.
Pretty twin Jersey calves arrived can station on' hls Browning-Drake
Almond Hail was a dinner guest Saturday evening und presented an
COMMISSION HOUSE
at "Valley Farm" last week.
I receiver. The announcements were
| Sunday at Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bob- illustrated lecture on Dental Hygiene,
Order the Daily and
Lot in Rockland
L. A. Weaver caught a salmon In ] clear and the program was held for
and also showed a series of Italian
| inson's.
and Roman pictures.
Hobb's Pond recently.
| some time.
Corner
Main
and
Winter
Sunday Globe regu
93-101 Clinton St.
Established 189(1
,
» • » «
A course in “school orchestra” is
Mrs. Myrtis Rising held a social at
Streets, 45x106
Look In the Corner Drug Store I Still have a few applause cards
(given by the extension department of the home of her parents Monday.
larly from your news
window arid see some rif the 157 va- | for the readers of this column. If
BOSTON
Detroit Teachers’ College.
This
On Feb. 26 the barometer dropped
ADDRESS:
< rieties of St. Clair & Allen's Maine- I you have exhausted your supply or
course is intended for teachers who rapidly from 30 2 to 28.85 and a very
dealer or newsboy.
made Candy. For sale everywhere.— (would like to have any of these
wish to direct orchestra and to severe gale struck, but did no serious
100-tf-Th
14 ELM ST., THOMASTON, ME.
adv.
27-29
I cards let me know.
| broaden their musical knowledge.
damage.
ROCKLAND, ME.
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STOVER S

“TOM”

SHOW

^Another

Reminiscences of the Good Old Days When Uncle Tom!
and Simon Legree Did the Local Circuit.
“‘Uncle Tom Takes a Vacation” i
is the caption of an interesting yarn I
in the current issue of 'W^ard,"
~
1
the author being Fletcher Smith,
who has frequently visited Rockland
with tent shows and road shows.
Follows an abstract.
« • • «

-

ta

THE STANDARD SIX
BROUGHAM

ured as soubret. James II. Waite,
Sautelle and Corse l’ayton had
**en,
,1,e, ci,t“‘s, a,:ouni1 New
England to packed business and
Frankie Carpenter and Jerry Grady
were comers. Fred Williams, with
hi: s ar. Mora. was perhaps tho most
popular of them all and Hands
thought he could “cie. n up” as we'l
Stover put
the
money
nnd
agreed to go out ns agon:. We. used
the same company as we ilTd in Tom.
but added a piano player and feat
ured such hills as East Lynne. The
Lady of Lyons. Struck Oil, Monte
Cristo and fr>r Saturday matinee for
the children, of course, the old re
liable Uncle Tom’s Cabin. The
show was not booked, but wildcatted
up in Maine, where every landlord
mt t the Thespians with a receipted
1411 before he would allow’ them to
register and there were enough
trunks stored away in the attics to
put out a big-city production. Stover
was a great wild-cat agent in the
small towns, where he was known
and respected, for he always paid
bis bills, even if rhe landlord had to
wait until he came around the next
year.
• • • •

$1465

Many famous actors had their
start or have played in the grand old
drama, “Uncle Tom’s Cabin.’’ Fortyseven years ago Otis Skinner made
his professional debut at the Phila
delphia Museum in the part of Jim.
an old Negro, in Woodleigh. His
first season was as a stock actor and
he played the part of Uncle Tom. In
a big New York stock production < f
Uncle Tom’s Cabin Theodore Roberts
played the part of -Simon Legree.
Lotta and even Eva Tanguay have
appeared as Topsy and there have
been millions of little Evas who have
gone to heaven in the third act ar.d
been miraculously -spared to imme
diately appear before the curtain and
in audiences to sell their pictures at
10 cents apiece.
Fortunes have been made with
Tom from a shoestring start. A. R.
Stover, one of the pioneer producers
We opened around Portland, play
of the play, dating back to the years
following the Civil War, organized ing at South Portland for three days,
then along up ’he line until we bit
and put out many a show on his pen
sion money. After the war lie lo Rockland, where we managed to play
cated in Boston and lived in a room out a week for Manager G. L. Black
The above cut depicts the Burke Brother:, phantom weight boxers,
ing house across from the Hollis at his opera house. Business was
who gave an exhibition of what careful daily physical drill may do for
i.ever
good
and
we
commenced
to
Street Theatre on Burroughs place.
the very young, at Community Fair. They are the sons of Mr. and
Here he painted his scenery on the even want for salary when we play
Mrs. William Burke, Donohue Court.
wall of his room, organized and re ed the island towns out in the bay
!
from
Rockland.
There
werb
little
hearsed his cast and did all of his
ON BOOSTING MAINE
bookings.
Every
three
months steamers that plied to Stonington. emotion, “oh. my God. my kind lady,
----Stover received a pension of $24. Vinalhdven and even Cranlte Quarry, why did you desecrate your out- i
where we would play three nighls to buildings with pictures of Uncle One Way In Which Her Claims Can
With this money he would wir« the
Be Handsomely Broadcasted.
Erie Show Print $10 for paper and a Ian average of $15 a night, just Tom?" ‘‘Why. Mr. Stover, the pic----few thousand heralds. From the old *nol'Kh
I,a>' ,h<>
ll!lL From tures were no good to me and I gave
Boston Jeb Print on Alden street he Rock :!rd we "ent. u'\ the
t0 them away to about every lady in Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Castme. Southwest Harbor town that wanted them.” ‘‘Where
Talk of boosting Maine, if we can
would secure 1000 school-children.
tickets and he was ready to go ahead ' anf even Bar Harbor, where there did you get the pictures?” “Upstairs not he original why not Ik* imitative?
was
a
pretty
good
opera
house
even
in the attic.
I’ve got two trunks The western daily papers put out
and book:
in those days. Times grew harder. more of them there that anyone can every year at least one issue devoted
• • • •
There were no salaries in sight and have if he will pay me a board bill exclusively to showing up the natural
It was no trouble in those days to not even money for tobacco and
of $14.”
ecenery, the farm and dairy products,
pick up a Tom show around the Job laundry.
Stover tore up the three flights of flora, fauna, luge buildings, etc., etc.
Print cr up at Billy Paul’s Agency.
Stover was the most persistent stairs and found not only the paper The Portland Oregonian has been
Johnnie Malcolm, in his day prob
ably the best Marks in the business, optimist I ever saw and was always as described but a set of small Tom Putting out each N.-w t ears day for
could be secured on a minute’s no w riting back to he sure to make tiie scenery, ice and rocky- pass, a bass several years a paper of this sort,
tice, as he was generally to lx? found next town, for we would sure do drum, two snare drums and about containing several sections, eaqh of
seated on the mourners’ bench in the business there- Finally one day in 2.000 small heralds. Returning, he a £'core °r more pages given over to
printing office waiting for something desperation I went up to Harris and. sought the landlady. “Madam. I have n^al,s. charts, pic'.ur s and descripto turn up. Louis Fredericks was al showing him my shoes that were on a proposition to make you. I have Dons, extolling ar.d boosting Oregon,
*tfi fruits and flowers, its
ways cast for Phioeas and Legree the ground from billing the back played here before with my Tom }**????
buildings, schools, etc.
arid he did the lattter with long doors, demanded a new pair or I. show and you know that I am reli
We of the east may not boast such
curls. There was a talented family would quit. It was an awful bluff to' able. Harris owes you a week’s
high mountains or scenery on so
of young girls known as the Har put up, as he knew no one had 3 board. He can't pay it and he never
court Sisters, who were with Stover cent and we must keep going to eat. will be able to so long as he sticks to Brand and lofty a sca.e, as some of
the western Stites, but we can yu
for years. Bonnie Hazel did Eva I was playing ni no. doing leads with his damnable repertoire. You let
with them in the beauty and richness
nnd a turn ii^jhe concert, Bertha was wardrobe borrowed from the owner, me have the paper and the drums and
of our scenery.
cast for Eliza and Orplielia. and Jes who possessed a square cut and a the scenery and we will go over to
We may not raise roses, and hold
sie. who afterwards married Charles Prince Albert, and in Tom did Tom Southport and put on Tom Monday
K. Harris and was featured with his in the Chlqe scene, washed up for night. Send along your son to col rose festivals in January, but who
repertoire company, appeared .as George Harris, put on the cork again lect our board and the cost of the would miss seeing a snow-storm such
Topsy. Ed. Beckett, who resided at in the third act for Tom and died and outfit and I guarantee that you will as we had Sunday evening, when
Ayer, Mass., was the choice for Tom. went to heaven in the arms of Har receive every cent that we otrt you." everything was clothed in white? And
we are sure that many of our Maine
and the other parts were played by ris in the last act. The piano we “Well. Mr. Stover, you have always
masked in and before backing up for been sqjiare with me and paid your grown apples are as handsome and
Eugene Harris and the writer.
the third act I stepped out in fropt bills. 1 will let you have the outfit" have as fine flavor as any we have
Stover had a good friend in Patsy
and made a concert announcement. Stover made quick work in covering ever eaten out of the west.
Shephard, who had a saloon and
Our exports may r.ot reach into thti
Ko you see Harris kind of w’anted the distance from, the hotel to
sporting house on Washington street
to. have me around. We walked the
hall
where
the
company millions of bushels or pounds, bring
and who generally advanced the
down to a little village store, where was rehearsing for the hoped for ing returns in millions cf dollars, but
money to keep the company toegther
we surely have many things which
during the time Stover was tempor he purchased for me a pair of James|crowd tl)at night He burst into the should bring Maine into greater
Means three-dollar ehoes. Then he hall and on to the stage before the
arily forced to close. In those days
asked me to take a walk and go astonished Harris, waving his hands prominence.
it was an eaA matter to get some
We know that Ro.k land’s deep
down to the seashore.
and demanding. "Stop it. stop it, no*
opera houses in the biggest cities for
# ♦ ♦ »
more of this damned repertoire; limerock quarries are a source of
matinee and night performances on
wonder to the toui.-t. A sail on our
In amazement I followed. On I’ve got a gold mine.” “Well, if you Penobscot river and bay will bring
Saturday. Stover was well known
and liked by the managers and he reaching the water he said, “Go on have produce it,” said Harris. "Its a darts pleasure unequalled by many
usually played about every Saturday along the shore and let the wet sand more than 1 ever expect you to get a more famous bay or river.
during the winter at Lowell. Fall get on vour shoes. I want to rub the fof me." “Charlie, my boy. you do
Why shall not the newspapers of
River New’ Bedford, Taunton. Law newness off. If the rest of the bovs me an injustice. I’ve unearthed a Maine set apart a publication day as
rence and Haverhill. The last time see you have got on new shoes I’ll Tom show. We’ll put it on Monday a boosting day, with pictures and
night over at Southport and our
Stover wrote for a date at Haverhill have to get them all a pair.”
maps, impressing
upon
tourists
Jim West, who was a famous opera
We finally drifted along until we troubles are over."
Maine’s claims
a superb land of
To the astonished troupers Stover summer vacations.
house manager in those days, wired hil Damariscotta, where we were to
L. E W.
back: ‘T’ll play you Stover; but you play for a week in a small upstairs went on to exjiiain his idea and the
can’t come here again and hark in hall.
There was a good-natured proposition he had made to the land
All students in the University of
the wings like a dog for Eliza’s es landlady there, who had put up Sto lady. Monday morning two wagons Oregon who fail to pass an entrance
cape. Washburn has got the dogs.” ver and his company before and carried the company to the little sea examination in English are required
But Stover got the date and we trusted the old gentleman. Business coast town. Stover sat up all night to t ike a course in English usage,
went up there with our seven-people started in bad and rapidly grew cutting off the lithographs and past without credit, until excused by the
show”, we all barked in the wings worse. Stover was called back and ing them together so as to hide the Instructor.
and Eliza made her sensational flight we were stranded high and dry with name originally crosslined on them.
across the soap-box ice cakes to the no money to pay the hotel bill. But During the forenoon he rapped at
delight of packet house that netted Stover never gave up- In the rear of every back door and handed the lady
Stover, at his 50-50 per rentage, the hotel, down in a corner near the a bill with, “Here, my little lady,
nearly $600- It was this money and back wall, was a small building. It te a bill for Uncle Tom’s Cabin. Come
an additional $800 that he made in was plastered inside with lithographs and see it tonight at the G. A. R.
Fall River the following Saturday of Uncle Tom’s Cabin and the land hall.” A'bout everyone in the town
that started out the Charles K. Har lady had even pasted the words knew Stover and was ready to see the
ris repertoire company. Harris had “Uncle Tom’s Cabin” over the main old play again. It rained during the
Shredded Wheat (new
long aspired to become a leading entrance. Stover saw this and his afternoon and Harris was disconso
man and be at the head of his own blood boiled. “Madam.” he said in a late. but Stover never gave up. There
lot) ....................... 10c
company with Jessie, his wife feat- tragic voice that evinced genuine was no stage, only a platform, and
Pineapple (No. 3 Fancy
the scenery was too large for it. We
borrowed sheets and two kitchen
Sliced) cut from 39c.
chairs, two pillows and used the for
mer for mask-ins. Later, upon a
to........................... 28c
death bed made of two boards across
Pineapple
(No. 2 Fancy
the two chairs, the sheets figured
as a couch and we all chanted "Then
Sliced) cut from 30c
she Cell in slumoer deep, leaving us
to............................ 24c
alone to weep.” Stover’s judgment
find real satisfaction in
proved correct and despite the rain
Fancy Maine Corn . . 19c
we had more than $100 in the hall.
We gave a concert and that netted us
Navel Oranges......... 33c
$30 more. After the i»erformance we
Best Guaranteed All
drove back to Damariscotta. Stover
paid the landlord and we stayed there
Round Flour . . . $1.39
for three more days to give Stover
a chance to get out and bill a few
Shredded Cocoanut, bulk
towns.
H«10

/. o. b. factory

A Famous Man

ERE is a new, high-grade closed car that offers both
smart appearance and practical convenience-»flt a very

H

The originator of Dr. Pierce’s Golden
Medical Discovery for the blood, as well
as the "Favorite Prescription” for
women, was Dr. Kay V. Pierce, a
practising physician in Western Penn
sylvania right after the Civil War. He
early moved to Buffalo; N. Y., and es
tablished The Invalids’ Hotel, then he
put up his home remedies in the
World's Dispensary, where they were
carefully prepared from roots, barks
and herbs, and placed them with drug
gists all over the United States.
For over half a century, Dr. Pierce’s
Discovery, for the blood,"has bgen sold
in larger quantities by druggists all
over the United States than any other
medicine. Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medi
cal Discovery is a tonic in its effect
oil the stomach and digestive appara
tus ; an alterative in its action on the
blood, liver and skin. It increases
the appetite, stimulates the digestion,
enriches the blood, clears the skin of
eruptions and blemishes, and makes
both men and women feel as they d'd
when they were young and care free.
Ask your nearest druggist for Doctor
Pierce’s family medicines, in tablet or
liquid form, or send 10 cents for a trial
package of tablets to Doctor Pierce’s
Clinic, in Buffalo, N. Y.

reasonable price.

Four wide doors—full width seats—full-size balloon tires.
Stylish—with its low-hung body—lacquered a rich, deep
blue in contrast to the satin-black top.
Smart—with its oval rear-quarter windows, ornamental
top braces and genuine Millais upholstery.

Plus the performance of the world-famous Studebaker
Standard Six chassis. Tremendous power—remarkable pick
up—and flexibility unequaled by any other car within hun
dreds of dollars of its price.
See thia new Studebaker Brougham. Learn its exceptional
value, before you buy.

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO., Distributors
Park Street, Rockland.

The cast of characters^ for “Abra
ham Lincoln," now at the Park The
atre was not completed until the last
week ot tlx- big photodrama's pro
duction. when the character of Allan
Pinkerton, President Lincoln’s chief
of secret service, was added to the
long list.
The easting of this picture was
different from any ever filmed for
the reason that the characters rep
resented so many different periods
of American history nnd that only
three -have long-sustained roles.
Loncoln. Mary Todd Lincoln and
Anne Rutledge, played respectively
by George A. Billings. Nell Craig
and Ruth Clifford, carried the bur
den of the action, the character of
Lincoln alone running through the
entire length of the picture, and
from the age of twenty-one to his
assassination the role is played by
Mr. Billings.
But the bits are all important
each one absolutely essential to the
whole, for they arc all historical
characters.—adv.

EMPIRE THEATRE
"The Sunset Trail.’’ with William
Desmond and Christine of the Hun
gry Hearts will be shown at the Em- I
pire for the last time today.
I
There's a colossal kick after many
thrills in "The Desert Outlaw.’’ star
ring Buck Jones at the Empire The
atre on Friday and Saturday.
Sam Icngdon, the hero, and Tom
Halloway. her brother, have rescued
lovely, desperate May from the
brutish clutches of drunken Doc McChesney, the outlaw leader. They
escape on horse-baek. They are pur
sued. They barricade themselves in
an old abandoned 'mill. The battle
starts.
They
fight
desperately.
Hopeless, ag.ihist overwhelming out
law odds. Both men are wounded.
Their last shot spent. Then the dam
bursts. And sweeps their assail
ants away.
“Sensationally saved”
is right. ,
Chapter fi of “The Riddle Rider”
will complete an excellent program
for Friday and Saturday.—adv.

CLOVERDHLE
SPECIALS

Insist on

T H 1 8

Today's feature picture, “My Man.’’
is from the pen of George Randolph
Chester, and is a drama of a city
buccaneer, with Patsy Ruth Miller
as the girl and Dustin Farnuin as
the Boss. Love of power and lovt
for his mother were the only loves
n the life of thois modern cave-man
until pretty Molly Marley caught his
eye ! •
Hany Carey comes for Friday and
Saturday in “Soft Shoes" This com
edy-melodrama concerns a sheriff of
a small Western town who inherits a
fortune and decides to see San Fran
cisco's brilliant night life. . The hec
tic hilarity, however, leaves him
somewhat cold and he has about de
cided to go back home when his
apartment is Invaded at midnight by
a pretty "burglar” armed with an
hone»t-to-goodness automatic. This
convinces him that he has a lot to
learn about San Francisco—and
women-yso he settles right down in
the heart of the lawless underworld
to learn it—and we'll say he does 1
Carey shows a rare gift for humor
by putting over the comedy business
which tempers the acute pathos of
’Soft Shoes" with just the right touch,
and he is supreme in a farcial bed
room episode which involves a beau
tiful woman and her suspicious hus
band, who makes thipgs more intri
cate by proving to ire the Chief of
Police.—adv.

Black, Green

or

Mixed

Blends.

IHE JUDGE;
JIN\ ITS COLO IN HERE.

Back In tha Early Days of tho Re
form Club Movement,

“PHILLIPS” MILK
OF MAGNESIA
Unless you ask (or “Phillips." von
may not get the original Milk ol
Magnesia prescribed by physicians
for 50 years as an antacid, laxative,
corrective.
25-cent bottles, also 50-cent bottles,
contain directions—any drug store.

Our Regular Saturday
Bread Special

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
One of the notable characters who

lived in South St. George—now Port
Clyde— in tho 7d’s and 80's was
David Dukeshire known as Uncle
Duke. He was a blacksmith bytrade and did the work in the south
ern part of the town for many years.
I knew him -well, as he used to shoe
my horses for me. I have talked
and argued with him by the hour.
Well informed, full of humor and a
democrat in politics, while I was a
Republican, we always had somehing to settle. Sometimes Uncle

It’s A Fire Alarm.

v.

UIIA | WANT YOU TO LIQHT

WHAT TIME DID YOU »

NOW Ul^ I "BOUGHT YOU THIS

THIS FIRS EVSRV

START THE FIRE THIS,
MORNING ?
WAS A LITTLE1
LATE D>S rOAHHlN

| OBER SLEPT
tJ

%

IN SOUTH ST. GEORGE

• pound........... .. . . . 25c

Look -in the Corner Drug Stdre
window and see some of the 157 va
rieties of St. Clair & Allen's Mainemade Candy. For sale everywhere,
—adv.
27-29

AND NO LATE*?

BUTJEDQE

ALARM CLOCK 50 THAT THE

MORNlNq AT 7 O'CLOCK,

YESSAH,
BUT I SHUAHDOES
HAS TRUB8LE
Y/AMN UP IN TI1AF

FIRE WILL BE LIT IN TINE.

FROM NOW ON,

FINE

OID SEE J
AFtW PA'IS
LATE R

\\one

18

STRAND THEATRE

Lovers of Good Tea

The flavor is rich, pure and
delicious. Insist upon Salada.

Telephone 700

PARK THEATRE

as

SALADA'

Studebaker

OB DOES
THINQS J

i.

THIKK A LITTLE TINQ.
LIKE DAT COULD UTE

A FIRE

8TUDEBAKER

YEAR

Duke would indulge in a little too
I do not recall this schooner's his■nueh rock and rye—that was Iiefore tory, or what finally became of her,
the Good Templars got in their good and I find no mention made of her
Work—'but be soon saw the good in in any of Dad's diaries. I do not rethe temperance movement and be- mpmber ever seeing her after she
gat) himself to lecture.
was launched- She was named. I
He became a (tower in behalf of think, for Capt. Reuben 1*. Hart, but
temperance. His wit and humor was who hf waK '
not know, or which
always in evidence. At one of his branch of the will-known family of
lectures in the schoolhouse at South that name he belonged to. In those
St. George he told this story. A far-off days there were several
certain fanner went to market with branches of this family.
Can any reader give the history
his oxen yoked to a cart in which he
carried his goods. Arriving al! right of this schooner or her captain?
he sold ills goods and began to look There are a few of us remaining who
over the town a little. Seeing a can remember that shipyard before
place that looked inviting to him the building was built, in the lower
with doors open he went in. When story of which was a store. Capt.
ready for home he thought he would John L. Tracy was proprietor and
*have a little stimulant to last him on 1 Sam Simmons clerk. Up stairs were
the way. He got into the cart and two tenements. Frank Clark of Bosstarted the oxen homeward, t >n the ton can probably relate some facts
way he fell asleep, while the oxen about the good times we. used to
kept on going. After traveling for have in those days. He will doubtsome time the animals became less remember Sam Jones and the
thirsty, and' seeing a pond of water hog’ Boze.
by the roadside -turned out to drink.
— While drinking, in some way they ■----------■ —
. ——
detached the
then
tying their thirst they resumed the
way toward home, leaving the cart
with the farmer still fast asleep.
When the man aivoke he looked
around for his oxen, hut there were
no oxen anywhere to be seen.
is watching over the health of
"Well," said the farmer, “if this
her children.
is me I have lost a poke of oxen. If
i it isn't me I have found a cart.'
Ia your youngster restless? Are
there signs of worms? You
Stories like this never failed to ■
know the symptoms: pale face,
bring down the house. Uncle Dukecoated tongue, dull eyes, itch
shlre was a very likeable man a.nd I
ing of the nose, constipation.
revere his memory. The seed that
he sowed has made the world a bet
ter place to live in. My knowledge
of him ended about 33 years ago. 1
would like to know more of his his
will relieve these conditions
and has the effect of bringing
‘ tory. Perhaps some one will tell us
through your columns.
back your child to renewed
.
W. J. Hatton.
health and spirits.
389 North Johnston street, Los An
Its pleasant taste and its
geles, California.
soothing, clearing and cleans
ing properties make it espe
TENANT’S HARBOR DAYS
cially effective as

One of Mother’s
Principal Worries

Dr.TruesElixir

,

------

i
!
'
i
!
;

^ow Early Did Your Memory Begin?
—Boze Was Four Years Old.
There is always a question regarding at how early an age one can
remember events. Here is an event
I cap fix from history.

The True Family Laxative

and worm, expellee
Family size $1.20; other sizes
60c and 40c.

Capt. John Bickmore built several
! vessels “up in the creek" at Tenant’s
years
| Harbor. According to history the Successfully used over
' last one built was the schooner R. F.
Hart in 18S9. While the vessel was
building, a barn wa» burned that; 3
stood upon the site near the present
postofiiee, but up the lane, so that
the barn door opened upon the lane
| instead of on the main road. A
horse belonging to Dr. Codman was J
, burned to death. Dad must have
; been at the fire, as usual, because I
’ can remember m.v mother taking me
in herarmsand going out in the ship-;
yard to see if there was any fire
1 there. It must have been in the!
summer or early fsjl. for my mother
died in November that year. I was
then a little over four years of age.
. and I can see now how that vessel 1
looked, and the position she occupied
in the yard, built with her bow
Will AU
towards the main road, so that she
would launch down the creek, in
stead of across it.
Enjoy the
The old-timers can visualize the
situation perfectly. The event of the
Boston Daily and
launching is blank to me, although
it occurred in our dooryard and I
Sunday Globe
certainly would have been there.
, My youthful mind must have heen
filled with other thoughts.

You

Your Wife
Your Son
Your Daughter

